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 People’s lifestyles have changed under the influence of digital technology, which brings 
about greater convenience and accessibility to services and basic facilities.

 dtac, as a leader in the information technology and communications industry, is committed to the development 
of digital communications, striving to upgrade Thailand’s telecom services and establish a sustainable Internet industry. 
Our vision “Empower Societies”, underpinned by dtac’s technology, will strengthen society, allowing all an efficient 
access to information and connectivity. 
 dtac has realized and emphasized on “sustainable development”, leveraging the operations in economic, 
social and environmental dimensions with technology for all stakeholders. This has been carried out under the 
“Do the Right Thing” concept. dtac believes accountability and adherence to business ethics is the key to long-term 
success for the organization and the country. In 2016, dtac completed the sustainability report in line with the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) G4 Guidelines to disclose the company’s sustainable development actions to stakeholders, 
covering the operations from 1 January through 31 December 2016. Key actions are as follows:
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Environmental dimension
dtac upholds environmental-friendly business principles,  
particularly energy efficiency which is a key challenge in  
the telecom industry. dtac put in place the energy  
conservation  policy and guidelines to reduce electricity  
use. The variable speed drive (VSD) was installed to reduce  
the power usage of main equipment, reducing energy by  
12%  or equivalent to Bt75,000 per month. The awareness  
was extended to customers under the electronic invoice  
campaign. Under the campaign, customers were urged to  
apply for e-invoice service. One application was equivalent  
to a seedling which will be planted in Nan province by dtac  
and Plookloei project volunteers. dtac also demonstrated  
its concerns for the Planet. Driven by awareness in electronic  
wastes, be the mobile phones, batteries, earphones and  
adapters, dtac’s Think Smart campaign has been going on  
for over 10 years, urging consumers to dispose such waste  
at over 120 collecting points located at dtac’s service  
centers and the offices of partnering organizations. The  
waste was recycled or safely disposed. To date, over 1.5  
million pieces have been collected, effectively reducing  
carbon dioxide emission by 18.87 million kilogram. 
 The sustainability-related actions in 2016  
demonstrated dtac’s long-standing commitment towards  
“sustainable development”, which has won recognition  
from stakeholders. 
 We marked the end of 2016 with the saddening 
departure of HM King Bhumibol Adulyadej (King Rama IX), 
our much-loved monarch. dtac’s Board of Directors, 
executives and employees joined the national mourning 
for this loss. To demonstrate our loyalty and respects to 
the much-revered monarch, members of dtac community 
volunteered to assist mourners who had flooded Sanam 
Luang and the Grand Palace in the past three months to 
pay their last respects to the late King. 
 Our thanks go to dtac employees and stakeholders 
for their collective supports to dtac’s sustainable development, 
which will lead to economic, social and environmental 
benefits in the international level. 
 HM King Bhumibol Adulyadej will stay forever in 
our hearts. With deepest gratitude to his kindness on 
behalf of the executives and employees of Total Access 
Communication PLC.

Economic dimension
dtac supported the Thai government’s Digital Economy  
initiative by launching a white paper detailing its vision  
and suggestions on how Thailand’s digital economic and  
society could meet international standards. In practice,  
dtac embraced the policy through several projects such  
as dtac Accelerate, a stage to promote digital technology  
capacity of new generations or startups through an  
application contest which became highly trendy last year.  
In the past 4 years, a large number of startups submitted  
their applications and the business value of the selected  
21 teams exceeded Bt1,500 million, showing the average  
annual growth rate of 500%. Venture capital companies’  
investment ensured the survival rate of these companies,  
which accounted for 70% of all applicants. 
 dtac has never forgotten and will never forget that  
Thailand’s traditional root lies in agriculture. Together with  
long-time partner - Ruam Duay Chuay Kan Sam Nuek Rak 
Ban Kerd Foundation, dtac uses its leading IT technology  
in turning Thai farmers to modern farmers. Through  
FARMER INFO application, the farmers have the online  
access to agricultural information and consumers. In  
cooperation with the Ministry of Agriculture and  
Cooperatives’ Department of Agricultural Extension, dtac  
launched the Young Smart Farmer project, under which  
farmers received on-site Internet training from dtac Net  
Arsa volunteers. To date, about 3,000 farmers have used  
the Internet to boost their income. Another success is the  
Smart Farmer Awards, which annually draws applications  
from farmers whose agricultural innovations are meant  
to inspire others. 

Social dimension
dtac is committed to social responsibility. We have in  
place a stringent anti-corruption policy and are in full  
compliance with laws and business ethics, resulting in  
the  cert i f icat ion  f rom  Thai land’s  Pr ivate  Sector  
Collective Action Coalition Against Corruption (CAC).  
Under the policy, we ensure equal and fair treatments  
to employees, the maintenance of information security  
standards, and responsibility for social impacts through  
responsible network expansion. On realization of  
Internet impacts, dtac launched the Safe Internet  
campaign to spread awareness on online risks among  
the youth, their parents and teachers. The campaign  
f o c u s e s  m a i n l y  o n  l i f e - t h r e a t e n i n g  r i s k s  l i k e  
cyberbullying.dtac teamed up with UNICEF Thailand in  
distributing free copies of “A Parent’s Guide Book”  
nationwide,to raise parents’ awareness in the cyber  
world.With help from the Ministry of Education, the  
guide books were distributed to schools in the Greater 
Bangkok and other provinces nationwide.

MR. Lars-Aake  Valdemar  Norling
Chief Executive Officer

Mr. Boonchai  Bencharongkul
Chairman of the Board of Directors
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Business Overview

EMPOWER

We are here

SOCIETIES

to Help OUR

Vision

We exist to help our customers get
the full benefits of being connected.
Our success is measured by how
passionately they promote us.

Mission

We are committed to organizational disruption for
the better future, underpinned by integrity and ethics.
This demands us to:
1. To be daring
2. To think different
3. To act fast 
4. Passion to win

Corporate culture

 dtac, a leading mobile phone operator, was established in 1989 and listed on the Stock Exchange 
of Thailand in 2007, providing services in 800 MHz and 1800 MHz frequency band under a “Build-Transfer 
Operate” concession from CAT Telecom PLC.
 dtac TriNet Co.,Ltd., dtac’s subsidiary is providing services in 2.1 GHz frequency band. The license was 
granted by the National Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission (NBTC)

We provide the power of digital
communication, enabling everyone
to improve their lives, build societies
and secure a better future for all

CUSTOMERS

Be
A Disruptor
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General Information

 Company name  Total Access Communication PLC
 Company registration number 0107538000037
 Type of business Operates telecom services in 800 MHz, 1800 MHz
  and 2.1GHz frequency bands
 Registered capital Bt4,744,161,260 (consisting of 2,372,080,630 ordinary shares
  at Bt2 par value)
 Paid-up capital Bt4,735,622,000 (consisting of 2,367,811,000 ordinary shares
  at Bt2 par value)
 Head office 319 Chamchuri Square Building, 41st Floor, Phayathai Road,
  Pathumwan Sub  District, Pathumwan District, Bangkok 10330 
  Telephone Number: (66 2) 202 8000, Fax (66 2) 657 6083
 Website www.dtac.co.th

 Type of products Details No. of subscribers

 Postpaid customers • Mobile communication: Internet, voice, WiFi, 5,025,091
   roaming, international calls
  • Online services: cloud storage, music streaming,
   online financial services, content
  • Smartphones and devices
 Prepaid customers • Mobile communication: Internet, voice, WiFi, 19,454,896
   roaming, international calls
  • Online services: cloud storage, music streaming,
   online financial services, content
  • Smartphones and devices

 dtac operates in 3 frequency bands - 2.1 GHz, 1800 MHz and 850 MHz  
Services in the 2.1 GHz frequency band are operated by dtac TriNet Co., Ltd.,  
which acquired the spectrum license from the National Broadcasting and  
Telecommunications Commission (NBTC) in 2012. This license will expire  
in 2027. Services in the 1800 MHz and 850 MHz frequency bands are  
under the CAT Telecom PLC’s concession to dtac, which will expire in 2018.  
dtac’s major shareholders are Telenor Asia Pte Ltd, incorporated in Singapore;  
and Thai Telco Holdings Co., Ltd., a company incorporated in Thailand.
 At the end of 2016, dtac’s revenue accounted for approximately 
26% of the industry with the number of subscribers, totalled 24.5 million. 
Among the subscribers,  79% used prepaid services and 21% used 
postpaid services.

dtac’s Spectrum Portfolio

License
bands

Concession
bands

4G

3G

2G

2100 MHz
(Bandwidth of

2x5 MHz)

1800 MHz
(Bandwidth of

2x15 MHz)

2100 MHz
(Bandwidth of

2x10 MHz)

850 MHz
(Bandwidth of

2x10 MHz)

-

1800 MHz
(Bandwidth of

2x10 MHz)

**  4G  services  in  Bangkok and  major  c it ies 
are operated on 1800 MHz frequency band 
with total size of 20 MHz
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dtac STRATEGY
in 2016

 dtac aims to become the No.1 digital brand in  
Thailand. Employees’ DNA is being modified as the  
company seeks to be a disruptor, striving for new  
ideas and overcoming limitations for the better future.  
Underpinned by integrity and ethics, the strategy is  
being materialised through these ambitions:

 We need to create a superior experience for 
our customers and turn them into promoters of our  
services. We will provide the best network experience,  
personalized customer interactions, and digitized and  
automated customer journeys.

 The shift from a traditional to digital telco  
r e q u i r e s  a  s i g n i f i c a n t  c h a n g e  i n  c u l t u r e  a n d  
capabilities. We need to engage and enable our 
employees. We will become a more expertise driven 
company, and be an attractive employer for people  
with digital mindset and competence.

 We will offer a portfolio of digital products and 
services that are relevant to our customers and 
enhance our digital channels. Our main focus will be 
services that add value to our existing business within  
selected categories and digital verticals.

Loved
by Customers

Winning
Team

Engaging
Digital Products and Channels

Most
Efficient Operator

 To drive the digitization of our telco business,  
we need to operate in a smarter and more efficient  
way. We will accelerate technology efficiency, pursue  
process simplification and deploy new operating  
models,to significantly reduce costs.
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Economic Performance

 Details Amount (Baht)

 Direct economic value generated
 • Revenues 82,658,002,958
 

 Direct economic value distributed
 • Operating costs 60,845,806,636
 • Employee wages and benefits 4,683,682,894
 • Payments to providers of capital 3,534,303,193
 • Payments to government 2,938,246,903
 • Community Investment 70,000,000

 Economic value retained 10,585,963,332

9

THB
Billion

Smartphone Users

17M
68%

Data Revenue

35.7

15

2014 2015 2016

17

2014 2015 2016 

27.8

30.7
35.7

46% 55%41%

Smartphone
Penetration

% to service revenue
excluding interconnection charge

13

million subscribers
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DO
THE

RIGHT
THING
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dtac and Sustainable Development

 dtac’s goal is to be the No.1 digital brand in Thailand. 
We are prepared for corporate reorganization through the 
organizational structure that supports business strategies,  
to maintain the leading position in digital services arena.
 “Sustainable development” is  one of dtac’s long- 
prescribed goals, which is in line with the company’s ethical  
business practices under the “Do the Right Thing” concept  
and being materialized by collective cooperation from  
employees at all levels. The goal supports most of the 17 UN  
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the global agenda  
to achieve sustainable development by 2030.
 dtac is committed to create long-term shared economic  
and social value primarily through 1) responsible business  
practices  and  2)  extension  of  the  benefits  of  mobile  
technology. Actions and expected results to support the  
SDGs will be explained on the pages as prescribed below.

 To level up children’s quality of life, dtac promotes awareness on Children’s Rights and Business Principles (CRBP) into 
dtac’s business administration guideline and developing a policy that pushes all dtac business units and business partners 
to adopt the practice.  dtac also becomes a part of the Child-Friendly Business Project that is launched by UNICEF Thailand 
and Thaipat Institute.  
 In addition, dtac is in the Age-Friendly Business Platform to develop the Business Guidance on Older Persons (BGOP) 
based on studies by Thaipat Institute on employment and labor rights for senior citizens in Thailand and at international 
level.  The platform is jointly run by Thaipat Institute and Department of Older Persons, Ministry of Social Development and 
Human Security, mainly to promote a public-private partnership to advance Thailand’s aging population.
 In this Sustainability Report, dtac elaborates progress and achievements of its business administration process that 
promotes child-friendly and senior citizen-friendly environment.  The report aligns with the GRI G4 Guidelines to reflect 
dtac’s efforts on sustainability.

   Supporting the 
 Actions Key issues implementation Pages
   of SDGs

 Ensure responsible Corporate governance 16 23-27
 business practices and anti-corruption  
   Fair operating practices 16 27-30
   Human resource management  3,5,8 31-42
   Sustainable supply chain development  5,8,16 43
   Customer satisfaction management  12,16 44-47

 Extend the benefits of mobile Enable   1,2,3,5,7,8,9,10,11,17 49-61
   Safe   3,5,16,17 62-66
   Climate & environment 3,6,7,8,12,13 67-71

sustainability report 2016
Total Access Communication PLC.

dtac received the Stock Exchange of  
Thailand’s (SET) award for Thailand  
Sustainability Investment 2016 (THSI)
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 dtac  operates  business  leveraging  for  “Do  
the Right Thing” concept to ensure acceptance from  
stakeholders, through multiple participatory channels.  
Activities were carried out throughout the year to 
address key concerns and continually improve operations.

Stakeholder Engagement

 dtac categorized stakeholders into 8 groups based  
on their power to influence: shareholders and investors,  
employees, communities and society, customers, suppliers,  
creditors, government agencies and the regulators. 
We have created communications framework to interrelate 
with all of our stakeholders.

Shareholders
and

investors
Regulators 

EmployeesGovernment
agencies

Communities,
society and
civil society

organizations

Creditors

Customers Suppliers
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 Stakeholders 

 Shareholders and  
 investors

 

  
  
  
 
  
  
 Employees

 Relationship-building pattern

• Annual shareholder 
 meeting 
• Teleconference on 
 quarterly  
 financial results
• Quarterly analyst meeting
• Roadshows or conferences 
 with shareholders/local 
 and international investors
• Meeting with investors or  
 teleconference at
 Head Office
• Investor Relations 
 web page

• E-mails to investors

  
  
  
• Employee Engagement 
 Survey
• Culture Development

 Stakeholder’s
 Expectations/Concerns

• Fair treatment 
• Accurate, timely and
 accessible information
 disclosure 
• Improvement in 
 operations,  
 creating financial gains to  
 shareholders 
• Dividend payments  

  
  
  
  
  
• Change Management 
• Skill Development 
• Performance Management  
 approach and system 
• Reward & Benefits

 Responses to
 Stakeholders

• Comply with the guidelines  
 and regulations prescribed  
 by the Stock Exchange of  
 Thailand and the Office  
 of Securities and Exchange  
 Commission  
• Follow good governance  
 and social responsibility  
 guidelines 
• Invest continuously for growth 
• Honor the dividend policy 
• Establish multiple 
 communications channels  
 for shareholders and 
 investors 
• Participate in activities 
 such as roadshows or 
 conferences for continuous
 meetings with local and 
 international investors  

• Cascade and communicating  
 changes in company’s  
 strategies to employees at  
 all levels
• Address Change 
 Management as a program
 for management’s 
 development plan
• Enhance knowledge, skills  
 and capability in marketing/ 
 sales employees, who 
 directly contact customers
• Strengthen performance  
 management approach 
 and link it directly with 
 reward scheme 
• Define Reward strategy 
 and benefit policy to 
 ensure the competitiveness  
 with the local market. 
 The new attractive benefits
 included the six-month 
 paid maternity leave
• Build awareness on digital  
 disruptor and “Be a 
 Disruptor” culture for all  
 employees through 
 company event–Digital 
 Disruptive Day
• Build knowledge and 
 understanding on the 
 new way of working 
 through “Strategy 
 Execution Online”  
 programme for Extended  
 Management Committee.

 Frequency

• Once a year 

• Once every quarter  

• Once every quarter 
• 13 in 2016 

• Over 120 in 2016

• Constant
 improvement
 on the online  
 content 
• Every day 

  
  
  
• Annually, around  
 September
• Every 2 years
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 Stakeholders 

 Communities,
 society and
 civil society
 organizations

 

 

 Suppliers

 Relationship-building pattern

• Site visit for talks on 
 issues of interest
• Host community development  
 projects in cooperation 
 with central and regional 
 government agencies
• Cooperate with civic 
 organizations in educating  
 the youth on safe Internet  
 use and bolstering their 
 immunity

• Opinion survey through  
 partners’ annual 
 self-assessment form 
 in January 
• Regular visit to partners’  
 premises (office and/or 
 factory) and at telecom  
 tower sites
• Organize training/
 workshop on 
 Supplier Conduct 
 Principles (SCP) for partners  
 and contractors 

 Stakeholder’s
 Expectations/Concerns

• Safety issues related 
 to the operations such as
 electromagnetic wave  
 emitted from telecom
 towers 
• Career development and  
 daily life improvement
• Reap benefits from 
 Internet and avoid 
 associated risks

• Understanding in partners’  
 practices in safety,
 occupational health, labor  
 standards and
 anti-corruption policy

 Responses to
 Stakeholders

• Educate community on  
 electromagnetic field 
 before constructing 
 telecom towers
• Develop activities, 
 applying communication 
 technology to improve 
 the quality of life of diverse 
 groups of people  
• Launch “Safe Internet”  
 campaign: hosting training  
 on safe and creative use 
 of Internet as well as 
 workshop on cyberbullying  
• Complete “A Parent’s 
 Guide Book” on cyber 
 world for free distribution 
 to parents and others 
 nationwide 

• Set fair and equal
 treatments for partners:  
 putting in place written  
 procurement contracts for  
 mutual understanding and  
 assurance of the 
 company’s selection 
 process; calling for bids 
 for all purchases, if  
 possible; and striking
 contracts under normal  
 business conditions 
• Set policy to ensure
 partners’ compliance with  
 Supplier Conduct 
 Principles (SCP) in areas 
 like labor, occupational 
 health, safety, security 
 measures,environment, 
 and anti-corruption, 
 making sure their practices 
 align with the company’s
 standards which are inter 
 nationally-recognized.
• Organize regular visits to  
 partners’ premises and 
 submit them questionnaire  
 to lift their business-doing  
 standards and ensure the  
 sustainability of their 
 businesses.

 Frequency

• Over 100 visits
 per year

• Annually

• Monthly
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 Stakeholders

 Customers

 Creditors

 Government
 agencies 

 

 Regulators 

 Relationship-building pattern

• Satisfaction survey with NPS  
 (Net Promoter Score) on 
 customers contacting Call  
 Centre and service centers 
• Survey of customer 
 satisfaction through CSAT  
 assessment form 
• Conduct CFL (Closed  
 Feedback Loop), based on  
 customers’ opinions, and  
 accordingly improve the  
 standard of services, 
 products and signals for  
 customers’ better 
 experience in all aspects
• Customer centricity forum  
 with managements to 
 update customer feedback  
 and find the way for 
 improvement 

• Participate in quarterly 
 analyst meeting
• Meeting, teleconference  
 and emails

• Participate in or support  
 government agencies’ 
 activities 
• Meet, discuss and 
 maintain relationship 
• Open House 
• Organize meeting,
 workshop, conference and  
 discussion panel
• Congratulatory visits 
• Represent in working
 committees as an expert  
 and a stakeholder in
 telecom industry.  

• Attend the monthly
 meeting of licensees 
 of the 2.1 GHz frequency 
 band, to report updated 
 operations under licensing 
 conditions.  
• Attend public hearings on  
 NBTC’s draft rules and
 regulations  
• Attend working committees’  
 meetings 

 Stakeholder’s
 Expectations/Concerns

• Quality of services,
 employees’ service mind,
 as well as quality of 
 overall operations

• Honor contracts correctly  
 and completely

• Develop, promote and  
 maintain relationship at  
 all levels through 
 activities,  
 meetings, visits and 
 attendance to events and  
 conferences.   

• Follow the NBTC’s rules and  
 regulations  
• Participate in regulatory  
 policy making 
• Support NBTC and National  
 Security Agencies

 Responses to
 Stakeholders

• Contact customers 
 encountering inconvenience 
 while using services and 
 advise solutions as well as
 find ways to improve the
 efficiency of overall services 

• The company has a policy   
 to treat creditors equally and 
 fairly, by providing them with 
 them with accurate, 
 transparent and accountable 
 information and strictly 
 complying with creditors’ 
 requirements and conditions

• Maintain positive cooperation 
 and relationship by taking 
 a role or part in setting 
 public policies accordingly 
 to the company’s governance 
 practices, legal principles and 
 the company’s good image 

• Discuss NBTC’s regulations   
 and the practicality 
• Present the company’s stand 
 points in different matters 
 and supporting reasons, in
 line with international best 
 practices
• Supply technical data to   
 NBTC to support its policy   
 planning and coordinate   
 with national security  
 agencies as required by law

 Frequency

• Every contact to
 Call Center 

• Every contact to
  dtac hall and
 service center
 (but no more 
 than 1 per 30
 days) 

• Once every quarter

• Every contact to
  contact point  
 and/or once the  
 company has 
 certain event

• Monthly

• Monthly

 

• Every public
 hearing  

• Monthly 
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ENSURE
RESPONSIBLE

BUSINESS
PRACTICES
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Sustainability Performance

 dtac’s commitment to create shared value in 3  
dimensions – economic, social and environmental – has 
 been materialized by these 2 main approaches.

 1. Ensure responsible business practices: this  
covers corporate governance, anti-corruption practices,  
fair operating practices, human resource management,  
sustainable supply chain development, and customer  
satisfaction management. 
 2. Extend the benefits of mobile: lifting quality  
of life with technology (Enable), promoting responsible  
and safe use of technology (Safe), and operating with  
environmental care (Climate and environment). 
 Details of the approaches are as follows;

 dtac upholds the Stock Exchange of Thailand’s  
Pr inciple  of  Good Corporate Governance for  Listed  
Companies  2012  which  have  been  revised  to  be  
in with the ASEAN Corporate Governance Scorecard.  
The principles were enshrined in a code of conduct  
“Corporate Ethics - dtac’s Good Governance” which was  
first enforced in 2003 and regularly revised, serving as  
the guidelines to personnel at all  levels. The latest  
revision took place in 2016. Leading to responsible  
business practices is dtac’s organizational structure  
which consists of  the Board of  Directors,  the Audit  
Committee, the Remuneration Committee, the Nomination  
Committee, the Corporate Governance Committee, and 
the management team as well as other executive- 
level committees which put control on corporate policies  
for maximum operational efficiency.

dtac is 1 of 80 companies winning “excellent  
score” (scoring 90-100%) in the Thai Institute  
of Directors Association’s Corporate Governance 
of Thai Listed Companies survey, from overall  
601 listed companies. The high score affirms  
dtac’s commitment in corporate governance  
principles in pursuing sustainable development.

Ensure Responsible Business Practices

 1. Corporate governance
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 dtac  real izes  and  puts  emphasis  on  zero  
tolerance for  corruption,  applying the policy with  
personnel at all  levels and all  people nationwide.  
We believe all anti-corruption practices not only result  
i n  a  s u s t a i n a b l e  o r g a n i z a t i o n  b u t  a l s o  c r e a t e s  
a role model for society. employees, partners and all  
suppliers have been repetitively reminded to strictly  
comply with dtac Code of Conduct; they must not  
receive gifts under the No Gift manual which was  
officially announced in 2013. The policy is in line  
with the behavioral economics study of the University  
of California, Berkeley revealing that receiving gifts  
creates a sense of obligation and reciprocity similar  
to bribery, which can eventually lead to corruption.  
dtac decidedly eliminates the cause, to introduce  
a new norm as part of responsible social practices and  
to  establ ish leadership perception,  guiding  the  
organization towards the right, transparent, fair and  
accountable path for international recognition.
 M r .  L a r s - A a k e  V a l d e m a r  N o r l i n g ,  C h i e f  
Executive Officer of  Total Access Communication  
PLC or dtac, said in his speech on the UN International  
Anti-Corruption Day: “we want to establish a new  
standard and corporate governance in Thai society  
through professional services and operations with  
ethical and unbiased standards and willingness, in line  
with the company’s policy that upholds integrity.”

dtac’s
organization
structure

 dtac established the Ethics and Compliance  
Department in 2014 to raise awareness, scrutinize and  
analyze issues related to compliance. In addition,  
the dtac Anti-Corruption Handbook is distributed to  
employees across the nation, serving as their guidelines  
to ensure their compliance with the anti-corruption  
values and regulations. Contents in the handbook start  
from what they should know and should do, and what  
they should be careful about which covers payments  
for convenience, gifts, event organizing, government  
officials, relationship with the third party, and etc.  
The handbook also contains the clause on appropriate  
conducts; prohibitions like participation in parties  
or activities that may cause conflict to the interests  
of dtac or other parties as well as gift giving and  
taking;  and code of  conduct in  forging business  
cooperation with partners. dtac has regularly assessed  
the anti-corruption risks of all departments. 
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the secret code for working in digital environment, 
focusing on case study and discussions on topics like 
business ethics, anti-corruption, privacy and information 
security. Hosted for 17 times, the course has groomed 
1,200 operational-level staff. 

the online program designed to equip employees 
with knowledge in corrupted practices and guidelines 
to appropriately handle the situations, concerning gift 
receiving, agreements, third party or payments for 
convenience. The program allows them to search any 
aspects of the anti-corruption policy. Employees are 
required to pass the test, to ensure efficient
application. 

All employees, including those in the executive 
level, are subjected to a test in stimulated 
scenarios, to establish the collective mindset 
on the company’s anti-corruption policy. 

the mandatory online 
program for all employees, 
whereby they learn about 
dtac’s business ethics to 
ensure their understanding 
and compliance. 

The zero tolerance for corruption policy is shaped  
to demonstrate transparency and accountability.  
Employees are encouraged to uphold principles in  
their best efforts and stay conscious of anti-corruption  
practices while carrying out their work. Emphasis  
is placed on intense and efficient training.
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Training course for Executives
 H igh-level  execut ives  in  part icular  are  
required to attend special courses like Ethical Leadership  
Program (ELP), arranged by dtac and Thai Institute of  
Directors (IOD). The program was developed by Private  
Sector Collective Action Coalition against Corruption (CAC)  
and Britain-based Institute of Business Ethics (IBE).  
This is to ensure understanding in their roles and  
appropriate execution of their authority, which will  
result in ethical practices in the organizational level.

Training course for the Board of Directors
 Members of the Board of Directors attended the anti-corruption training by Tilleke & Gibbins International Ltd.  
on 24 March and 22 April 2016. The course is an essential component of a compliance program as tone at the top, 
a commitment from corporate leadership throughout the company to emphasize the importance ethical conduct.

No. of executives, staff and business partners notified of anti-corruption policy and practices

[1] As of September 30, 2016
[2] As of October 31, 2016
[3] As of December 31, 2016

No. of executives, staffs and business partners participating anti-corruption training
Classroom Training

Online Training

 Program

C.H.I.M. = S
On Boarding Program
Ethical Leadership Program
Anti-Corruption Training

 Program

Living the Code Campaign [1]

Say NO to Corruption [2]

 Target

Operational-level
Newcomers
Executive level
Board of directors

 Target

Operational-level
Executive level
Operational-level
Executive level

 %

 25.7
 100
 100
 100

 %

 98.4
 100
 89
 100

 No. of Participants

 1,282 [3]

 401 [3]

 45 [1]

 12 [3]

 No. of Participant

 4,867 [2]

 45 [2]

 4,403 [3]

 39 [3]

 Employee level

Operational-level
Executive level
Board of directors

 Type of business partners

Construction, installation or maintenance of
network sites-including towers, masts, fibre lines, etc.
Information System/Information Technology
Printing and/Installation of branding materials
Other services

 %

 100
 100
 100

 %

 79.5

 17.6
  47.6
 27.0

 No. of Participants

 4,952 [3]

 39 [3]

 12 [3]

 No. of business partners 

 93 [3]

 18 [3]

 68 [3]

 55 [3]
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2. Fair Operation Practices

2.1 Responsible network expansion 

 dtac adheres to “Do the Right Thing” principles,  
being responsible for all processes that may entail risks  
for stakeholders and ready to come up with fair practices  
to cope with various situations. The fair practices are  
echoed in the following operations: 

 dtac speedily expands the network to become  
the No.1 mobile Internet operator. Base stations (mobile  
telecom towers) are being built for nationwide coverage,  
responding to demand. Meanwhile, existing stations’  
signals are being improved, strictly under the regulations  
of the Office of the National Broadcasting and Telecom- 
munications Commission (NBTC).

In 2016, dtac organized training on regulatory  
compliance to 72 partners, as required by law  
and the Office of National Broadcasting and  
Telecommunications Commission. dtac carried out  
regular monitoring on the partners’ operations to  
maintain confidence in operational safety and  
affirm dtac’s operational standards.

 Such practices are extended to external organization  
on a belief that corruption is the root of faltering development  
in Thai society and instills the youth with evil value. In 2016,  
dtac sponsored the conference on “Combating Corruption:  
Situation on the globe and in Thailand”, hosted in cooperation  
with Thailand Development Research Institute (TDRI), Asian  
Studies Center and the Office of Thailand Research Fund.   
dtac sponsored the translation of Leslie Holmes’ book -  
“Corruption: A Very Short Introduction” which looks into  
corruption cases, consequences, causes and solutions.   
Translated by Prof. Thongtong Chantarangsu, the Thai  
version was among the top 8 best-selling books at the  
National Bangkok International Book Fair 2016.
 dtac is a member of Thailand’s Private Sector 
Collective Action Coalition against Corruption (CAC), 
a  n a t i o n a l  s c h e m e  i n i t i a t e d  b y  l e a d i n g  b u s i n e s s 
organizations such as Thai Institute of Directors Association 
(IOD), the Thai Chamber of Commerce (TCC), Joint Foreign 
C h a m b e r s  o f  C o m m e r c e  ( J F C C T ) ,  L i s t e d  C o m p a n i e s 
Association, Thai Bankers’  Association, Federation of 
the Thai Capital Market Organizations, Federation of  
Thai  Industries and Tourism Council  of  Thailand.  
CAC demonstrates the private sector’s participation  
in combating corruption, by encouraging corporate  
entities to establish the policy and guidelines against  
bribery and corruption. As a member, dtac delivered a  
speech titled “700 Companies: From Collective Action to  
Collective Power”, to demonstrate its zero tolerance  
for corruption to 700 listed companies.

dtac was certified by Thailand’s Private Sector  
Collective Action Coalition against Corruption  
(CAC) for its firm stand against corruption, as  
shown by self-assessment surveys. The certificate  
was awarded on 16 August 2016.
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2.2 Data security
 Cyber threats have intensified and have become more complex, potentially resulting in immense losses  
to businesses. This forces all organizations – public and private – to put in place measures against cyber - attacks.  
 With this in mind, dtac has established guidelines and regularly update cyber security measures to match  
the company’s strategy and operations. Information security measures are continually updated and upgraded in line  
with the ISO/IEC 27001 standard on information security management. The information security policy and measures  
are set as follows:

In 2016, dtac conducted penetration testing to maintain the efficiency of the information system and  
networks, as well as defined security measures and upgraded the control system. Results guaranteed that  
dtac’s security measures are resilient to new cyber-attacks.
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2.3 Business continuity management
 dtac has a strong business continuity plan in place to ensure continuity of communications and  
information services. dtac understands possible risks arising from network collapses, which may affect key systems dealing  
directly with customers – businesses and individuals - like data storage, billing and customer services.

An emergency plan has been 
devised, consisting of network 
management system as well as 
procedures for network and 
equipment maintenance to 
ensure efficient services 
concerning particularly voice 
and data.
In addition, a contingency plan 
is in place. dtac does not 
hesitate to invest additionally in 
significant equipment and 
safety systems including fire 
protection, network control 
system and real-time
equipment. Employees are 
trained to stay vigilant and 
follow through procedures. 
There are regular emergency 
drills, to assure customers of 
the continuity of dtac’s
communications services.  
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 1. Equip employees with startup spirits through 
“Ignite Incubator”
  The Ignite Incubator scheme was launched to lift  
human resources’ capacity, aimed at turning dtac into  
a digital talent powerhouse. Drawing more talents, dtac will  
eventually become the employer of choice, a dream  
organization for digital-age talents. Employees are  
encouraged to create innovative smartphone applications,  
the same way as startups do under dtac Accelerate  
scheme. The team with the best innovative idea will be  
granted 3 months to materialize their idea.
  In 2016, Deals – Togo was the winning team.  
Consisting of Mr. Yos Patcharamongkolphan, Ms. Tippamas  
Kaysee and Mr. Nuttha Chuenprasertsuk, the team charmed  
the jury with the website and application allowing movie- 
goers to get the best movie ticket prices on off-peak days  
and pick the most preferable time to watch movies. Mean 
while, cinema owners can offer good deals to potential  
customers. Their innovation created a win-win deal for  
movie-goers and theatre owners
  Deals–To go represented dtac in Demo Day Ignite  
Incubator. It was among the last 8 teams selected for  
a pitching, competing against teams from Norway, Denmark,  
Sweden, Malaysia and Bangladesh. 
  It was one of great opportunities dtac proudly  
presented to talented employees.

 At dtac, human resource management is a key component in  
driving organizations towards sustainable growth. In 2016, dtac devised 3  
approaches in preparing human resources for the company’s digital future.

3. Human resource management

 2. Digital talent networking
  dtac works with Telenor Group in networking  
global employees. Through Facebook@work, they can  
always exchange knowledge and information regardless  
of time zones and places. This keeps work atmosphere  
vibrant and creative, inspiring other talents in the digital  
world.
 3. Digital capacity enhancement 
  dtac enhances employees’ digital skill sets,  
expecting to leverage its marketing activities with the  
better skills. 
  dtac has adopted the Localized Employer Value  
Proposition (EVP) approach, to achieve the following  
characteristics of a digital company.
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 Here comes a major turning point of dtac’s corporate culture. Human  
resource management has won greater focus on the conviction to become  
“Employer of Choice” in the digital business, human resources can be the  
organization’s added value. dtac is committed to retain and improve human  
resource capacity, particularly digital talents. This is to maintain the company’s  
efficiency, reduce the loss of talented and experienced staff, and secure a  
sustainable competitive advantage. In 2016, dtac employed 4,301 permanent  
full time employees and 690 part time employees
 Key statistics

Talents, a ladder towards “Employer of Choice”

NEW RECRUITS
by gender

Male Female

<
30

>
5030-50

155

197

3.41%
4.33%

177

179

3.76%
3.80%

146

255

3.39%
5.93%

NEW RECRUITS
by age

TERMINATED EMPLOYEES
by age

2014
2015

2016

2014 2015 2016

TERMINATED EMPLOYEES
by gender

157

269

3.45%
5.91%

171

215

3.63%
4.57%

393

528

9.14%
12.28%

2014 2015 2016

3.01%137
4.73%

90

0 0%

159
242

0

4.73%

215

5.61%264
0.04%

3.70%
5.63%

0%

2

2014 2015 2016

6.
07

%
27

6
1.6

7%
76

0 0

0%

35
4

47
0

6.
08

%
28

6
1.4

9%
70

0% 8.
23

%
1.0

9% 0%

Central

Foreign countries

Provinces

NEW RECRUITS
by region

2014
2015

2016

1.03%47
8.13%370

9 0.20%

96
796

29

1.19%56
6.78%319
0.23%

2.23%
18.51%
0.67%

11

2014 2015 2016

7.8
5%

35
7

1.5
2%

69
0 0

0%

69
7

22
4

0

6.
57

%
30

9
1.6

4%
77

0%

16
.2

1%
5.

21
%

0%

Central

Foreign countries

Provinces

TERMINATED EMPLOYEES
by region

Male Female

<
30

>
5030-50

Note: % of total workforce (4,550 at the end of 2014, 4,706 at the end of 2015, 4,301 at the end of 2016)
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3.1 Human resource development policy

 “dtac Academy”

 dtac’s goal is to become a “knowledge and  
learning-based” information and communications  
bus iness  operator .  Human  resource’s  capaci ty ,  
knowledge, capacity and quality has been constantly  
improved, preparing them for the digital age and  
for better responses to customers’ requirements.  
Meanwhile, they are instilled with corporate culture and  
ethical standards in line with the company’s business  
strategy. The efficient training and education process  
has been carried out in the following manners:

 dtac Academy’s mission is to create capacity-  
building courses suiting employees at all levels, from all  
departments nationwide. The courses contain basic-skill  
improvement, training on organizational culture and  
business ethics, and training on specialized skills for primary  
and supporting tasks. This is to prepare knowledgeable  
and capable workforce who can take on responsibilities  
matching individual desires and the company’s demand.  
 dtac’s employees, regardless of their workplace  
in Thailand, are equally entitled to training. They can  
choose the courses to improve ability in their respective  
work areas or the courses they are personally interested  
in. In 2016, dtac Academy came up with various knowledge 
and skill courses, including highly-demanded courses  
among supervisors and employees like Project Management  
and Data Analysis as well as functional programs specially  
designed for particular business units. 
 Activities were hosted to push employees  
towards success. These included Smart Café, whereby 
internationally-acclaimed conductor Mr. Bandit Uengrangsi 
was invited to share his tips for success in the 
sessiontitled “The Hero in You: 5 characteristics of 
success hero”. The VDO clip of his talks, titled Smart Café  
2016, was released through PLEARN, dtac’s internal 
application.  
 In a session themed “Changing for Growth”, 
famed talk-show host Mr. Khongkiat Chathirunsap 
shared some of his success tips with dtac employees. 
 “We must maintain our positive energy: we must  
think we can, ask about what you don’t know, practice if  
you can’t do it and stay close to smart people. Here are  
four tips for achievements. First, find your inspiration,  
asking yourself what you want to be and what your goal is.  

Second, take action or you will achieve nothing even if you  
are good. Start small and build. You must act despite your  
fears. Third, repeat, doing it repetitively until it becomes  
your habits and you are disciplined. Last, new results are  
to be seen as we change ourselves.”
 dtac Academy also hosted different training  
models, like on the job training whereby employees are  
assigned to assist a key project and exchange knowledge  
with experts from various industries. Information and  
communications technology has been applied to ensure  
maximum efficiency of the training. Through PLEARN  
application – the internal application all employees can  
download, key points from past and planned activities are  
highlighted. Through PLEARN Library, employees can  
download new e-books.
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 Special programs for leadership
 enhancement
 dtac has emphasized on leadership and talent  
training. Intense leadership courses are designed to  
ensure executives at all levels are skillful and ready to lead  
their teams and the organization towards success. The  
courses, in class or person-to-person, cover business and  
personnel management.   
 dtac has designed courses for talents, improving  
them in cooperation with locally and internationally-  
acclaimed institutes to allow employees with outstanding  
talents to demonstrate their best potential. The courses  
cover business management and special knowledge  
supporting dtac’s business plans.
 In 2016 dtac provided an extensive online course 
focusing on innovation and leadership in a digital agile 
future. As step 1 all top 3 management levels participated. 
Second phase is to cascade the same working principles 
into all levels in the organization. The course designed and 
delivered in collaboration with world class international 
learning institution.

In 2016, dtac allocated Bt50 million for training  
programs. The programs benefited 60% of  
employees. The average training period was 16  
hours per year per person.

CLASS SIZE DURATION PREREQUISITE

30 Participants 2 Days (09:00AM-17:00PM) None

ๆนดโาหญปกแ
ๆงจเยีดเอไ
ๆงปดไดูพ

รคัมสจในส
 margorP lanoisseforP>margorp eroC>SML นาผ

มสะามหเีทาลวเะลแนัวมาตีนดับตแงัตดไ

Foundation Level 
srecfifO roineS dna srecfifO นางกันพบัรหำส

6102,5-4 tsuguA : 2 ีทนุร                 6102,72-62 yluJ : 1 ีทนุร
6102,12-02 rebotcO : 4 ีทนุร     6102,32-22 rebmetpeS : 3 ีทนุร

Intermediate Level         
 นางกันพบัรหำส Supervisors and Assistance Managers

6102,81-71 tsuguA : 2 ีทนุร                 6102,22-12 yluJ : 1 ีทนุร
6102,82-72 rebotcO : 4 ีทนุร      6102,61-51 rebmetpeS : 3 ีทนุร

Advance Level 
 นางกันพบัรหำส Managers and Senior Managers

6102,32-22 tsuguA : 1 ีทนรุ
6102,02-91 rebmetpeS : 2 ีทนุร

Expert Level 
 นางกันพบัรหำส Assistance Vice President and Vice President

6102,41-31 rebmetpeS : 1 ีทนุร

 งิรจทแงายอดไุตหเนตีทนัวำจะรปติวีชนใาหญปขไกแ  
นวถบรคงายอดไลูมอขราสอืสรากีธิว  

มคบยีฉเงายอดไนอซบัซีทาหญปกแีธิวชใตกุยะรปรากคินคทเ  
ำยนมแงายอดไนันาหญปงอขทบิรบะลแ ณรากนาถสยัฉจินิว  
พาภิธทิสะรปีมงายอดไมีทนใยาภาหญปราสอืสะลแ จในิสดัต  

ดิคมาวคะลแ มรรกตัวนชใยดโงูสนอซบัซมาวคีมีทาหญปขไกแ  
 ครรสงารส  

ดิคมาวคกัลหชใยดโ งอเนตงอขนางยาสบัรหำสมรรกตัวนงารส  
   งิรจดไชใตกุยะรปะลแ ยางีท  
กฟฟารกฟโนิอนาผยีดเอไราสอืส  

  OEC  บัดะรธทุยลกชใยดโรกคงอบัดะราหญปขไกแ  
ีมีทยัจจปหะารคเงัสรากีธิวยวดธทุยลกงิชเณรากนาถสหะารคเิว  

   งูสนอซบัซมาวค  
นือูผบักหใจใลาดนับงรแงารสรากนใงอเนตงอขธทุยลกราสอืส  

งิชเนัชีมงายองอืรเาลเรากะษกัทนาผ  

 รตูสกัลหนใ งิรจณรากนาถสบัก )pohskroW( งิรจิตับิฏปงอลดทะลแ บอตำคาห
ะลตแงอขกอองาทบพณุคหใยวชะจีทมหใวนแรตูสกัลห  margorP lanoisseforP

ยจใาขเีทงอืรเำท พีชาออืมงายออนสเำนกันนปเหใณุคนยีลปเาหญป ยางงอืรเนปเหใกา

Professional Program 2016

 กออมไนางำทรากาหญปขไกแีธิวาหดิค
นปเมไาหญปงอม

 นดโหใราสอืสกายอ งอืรเูรมไรคใบักราสอืส
ธทุยลกีมบบแ

งายอธทุยลกงิชเบบแณรากนาถสหะารคเิว
พีชาออืม

งิชเนัชีมงายองอืรเาลเ
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3.2 Employee welfare and benefits
 Employees are an integral part of dtac’s future  
success. Here are how we handle their welfare and  
benefits.

- Annual leave
- Personal and funeral leave
- Religious activity leave 
- Maternity leave 
- Paternity leave 
- Marriage leave
- Social Activity leave

- Provident Fund
- Life and accident insurance
- Health insurance
- Dental and eyes care
- Annual health checkup
- Employee Share Program
- Company clinic

Leaves

Benefits
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Welfare

Other Welfare
- Special-price health insurance package for family
- Discounted mobile phone devices for employees
- Co-operative Saving
- Employee Activity Clubs

- Childbirth grant
- Wedding grant
- Ordination grant
- Funeral grant for the death of immediate family 
    members 
- Funeral grant for employee’s death
- Patient visit allowance 
- Disaster Assistance Allowance
- Mobile phone package
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 Extension of maternity leave CRBP 

 dtac is an organization most concerned with  
the family institution. The paid maternity leave period  
was extended from 90 days to 180 days, allowing  
mothers to spend more time with new-born babies.  
This is an incentive to draw quality people to dtac  
empire while keeping talented employees with the  
organization. 
 “When the organization realizes our value,  
we want to give it something in return,” affirmed Ms.
Orapan Sangsawat, Assistant Vice President, Digital  
Service Unit, a mother who enjoyed the privilege. 
 “From Day 1 to the delivery date, I had joined 
dtac 1 years and six months. Despite hard work, 
the work environment at dtac was relaxing. I thought 
I wouldn’t have a child, but here I felt ready for that. 
It was like I was in the right place at  the right time.
It was my luck, and also others, that dtac announced 
the 180-day maternity leave on 1st January 2016, allowing 
would-be mothers to take a longer leave period, 
from 90 days to 180 days, and enjoy full pay through 
the six months as well as other benefits offered 
to other employees. I was scheduled for delivery in 
April 2016 and thus entitled to this privilege. During
pregnancy, there were other special cares: I was 
allowed to park on 3rd floor, instead of floors 8 to 10. 
There was a room to lie down staffed by understanding 
nurses when morning sickness kicked in. There was 
a private room for breast pumping. If I was away from 
my desk, my boss and colleagues understood. This 
lowered my stress, resulting in good health condition.”

 “After delivery, there was a free service called  
SMS*1515 for new moms, initiated by dtac and Public  
Health Ministry’s Department of Health to help new  
moms unti l  their  babies turn 2.  Moms and their 
new-born babies developed a bond but when the  
babies are 3 months old,  moms working at other  
organizations need to return to work.  They need  
to breast pump and feed their babies with milk in  
bottle. It’s natural for new moms to consider quitting  
job. But dtac gives us more than other organizations do.  
Therefore, I think we should return to work, to do our  
best in return for its generosity.”

 
 Item

 • Employees entitled to parental leave
 • Employees taking parental leave
 • Employees returning to work after leave period ends
 • Employees returning to work after leave period and  
  continuing their work for a year after that 
 • Retention rates after parental leave

 2014
 Male Female 
 (Persons) (Persons)

 1,758 2,695

 41 96

 41 96

 41 95

 100% 100%

 2015
 Male Female 
 (Persons) (Persons)

 1,911 2,782

 23 113

 23 113

 23 113

 100% 100%

 2016
 Male Female 
 (Persons) (Persons)

 1,727 2,574

 28 142

 28 142

 28 142

 100% 100%

Parental leave in 2016
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 Post-employment benefits 

 dtac set up the employee provident fund,  
which consists of employees’ monthly contribution and  
dtac’s contributions. The provident fund is in a separate  
account from the company’s and subsidiaries’ assets.  
Contributions to the fund are booked as expenses in  
the year they are paid out. 
 dtac considers the payment a post-employment
benefits for employees. dtac and subsidiaries calculate  
the cost by the projected unit credit method. In 2016,  
dtac reserved Bt 120.76 million for the provident fund  
contribution and other post-employment benefits 
schemes, sufficient for the number of employees 
entitled tothe schemes.  
 dtac also promotes employees’ participation in  
organizational  development through dtac People  
Council.  Encountering benefit-related difficulties,  
employees can file complaints to the council which  
was formerly the employee welfare committee. The  
council is legally certified under Labor Protection Act  
BE2541’s Article 96. It consists of 5-7 members elected  
by employees across the country, to take a two-year  
term. (The incumbent team’s term will  end on 15  
February 2017.) They work together with the company 
-appointed members in coordinating with the company  
in  alleviating employees’  diff iculties  concerning  
welfare and extra benefits, as well as monitoring and  
ensuring the validity of benefits for the sake of all  

 C o n t a c t  t h e  d t a c  P e o p l e  C o u n c i l  f o r  
information or submit benefit-related proposals  
at this e-mail: peoplecouncil@dtac.co.th

employees. These include proposals to raise allowances  
for provincial trips or to fix overtime period which must  
not exceed statutory l imit of  36 hours per week.  
Their concerns are extended to premises, requiring it to  
help manage the parking space at Chamchuri Square  
Building for employees, build a walkway connecting the  
canteen for Call Center’s employees with disabilities,  
improve lighting in front at Call Center Rangsit Khlong  
5 and Srinakarin areas, as well as oversee night-shift  
security guards. 
 In 2016, the council won employees’ praise  
with its proposal to raise voice call usage for all dtac  
employees from 300 minutes to 1,500 minutes and  
data usage from 5GB to 20GB. The proposal was 
filed in line with dtac’s plan to become the leading
communications and information player, which requires all 
employees to adapt to the digital world. The  management
team approved the proposal late last year.

“Helping all - sincerely, fairly and equally”
Members of the dtac People Council
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3.3 Health, Safety, Security and Environment (HSSE) at dtac

 The Health Safety Security and Environment  
(HSSE) unit was established to enhance operational  
efficiency. The unit is in charge of the issues for all dtac  
employees across the country, applying laws and  
standards including OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14001 in  
specifying work procedures and standards as well as  
emergency plans. The unit is tasked to evaluate and  
control risks as well as assess and improve workplace  

Employee type
(by work base) 

 Office-based staff 

 Call Center staff 

Health/accident
risks 

 • Office syndrome 

 • Workplace environment 

 • Health risks

 • Hearing ability 

 
Risk-mitigating procedures

 

 • Host educational exhibition on office syndrome

 • Prepare medical specialists who can offer preliminary 

  treatment and consultation to staffs suffering from

   the syndrome 

 • Distribute information and tips related to office syndrome  

  through dtac’s communication channels on a monthly basis 

 • Security guards and the safety committee conduct risk area  

  investigations on a monthly basis, to prevent workplace

  problems 

 • Regular check on the safety of tools, machinery and 

  equipment employed by dtac and contractors 

 • Launch of 3C+2 project (Clean, Clear, Convenience, Continue,  

  Concentrate), campaigning for staff’s participation in keeping  

  the workplace environment clean. Upon a working 

  committee’s check, those continually following 

  rules will be rewarded 

 • Check workplace environment like light, noise, air quality and 

  drinking water annually to ensure all complies with legal

  requirements 

 • Launch Reduce Belly, Reduce Disease program, handing out 

  incentives for healthy actions like exercise. Campaign for 

  healthy food consumption 

 • Provide special check on hearing ability and accordingly

  re-arrange their work shifts

environment, and organize safety training. Its goal  
is to reduce work-related accidents and losses while  
employees, for example, make site visits and check fire  
protection system. 
 HSSE is tasked to safeguard all employees’  
safety, to mitigate the following work-related illness  
or accidents. 
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 Employee type
(by work base)

 Technicians at exchange  
 booths and telecom tower 
 technicians 

 Staff primarily use vehicles  
 for work purposes like
 salespersons and
 maintenance technicians 

 Health/accident
risks

 • Work at height and
  direct contact with
  electricity 
  
 • Road accidents 

 
Risk-mitigating procedure

 • Safety training on work at height and direct contact with

  electricity, equipping them with prevention procedures 

  and resolve problems in emergency cases 

 • Organize educational exhibition on road safety, campaigning 

  for their awareness 

 • Commission road safety VDO and release it through internal 

  communication channels

 • Host road safety training for target groups like drivers and 

  salespersons 

 • Make posters or stickers on road safety and stickers

  to warn company car users to fasten seatbelts prior

  to hitting the road. This will at least serve as a reminder. 

 dtac has hosted HSSE Workshop through  
electronic channels and activities. Health programs  
have been carried out continually out of concerns  
about employees’ occupational health and desire  
to remind all to take a good care of their health.  
In 2016, medical specialists were invited to share  
knowledge on how to distance themselves from office  
syndrome. As annual medical  check-ups showed  
a large number of employees suffering from flu prior to  
the arrival of the rainy season, HSSE unit arranged  
flu vaccination. For timely and appropriate prevention,  
it also outlined measures against diseases that may  
send  large-scale  impact  on  the  operations  l ike  
SIKA virus as well as disasters such as heavy smog  
in the North that may affect staff working in risk areas.
 T h r e e  s e t s  o f  H e a l t h ,  S a f e t y ,  S e c u r i t y  
a n d  Environment committees were set up, to ensure  
compliance with the law. Members of the committees  
represent the supervision and operational levels  
at the 50:50 ratio. They are tasked to plan and follow  
up programs concerning safety, occupational health  
and workplace environment, working together with  
operating units which attended monthly meetings.  
The  other  responsibi l i ty  is  to  support  act iv it ies  
like waste segregation; Reduce Belly, Reduce Disease;  
road safety and others which are organized alternatively  
at branch offices.

Due to HSSE’s concrete and continuous  
actions on Health, Safety, Security and  
Env i ronment ,  dtac ’s  lost  t ime  in jury  
frequecy rate in 2016 was 0.00 per 1 million  
hours worked.
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3.4 Disabilities Employment
 dtac believes in human equality and opportunity: all are entitled to equal treatment  
despite physical differences (disabilities, for example) or differences in race and religion  
(foreigners, for example). We are ready to give them opportunity, so that they gain confidence  
and self-esteem through their ability to help the company and society. This is why dtac offers  
an opportunity to people with disabilities to join the company. 
 In 2016, dtac recruited 23 people with disabilities: 22 of them work as Call Center  
employees while the other 1 work in People Group. All have performed as well as employees  
without disabilities. They are proud to be helpful to their families and most of all to be  
dtac’s employees.

 “Since my graduation, it had been my dream  
to work for dtac.”
 Ms. Jiraporn Kongsawat, an employee with mobility  
impairment, joined dtac in April 2012. She said: “I graduated  
from Dhurakij Pundit University’s Faculty of Arts (English).  
When I started looking for a job, I have to admit I was  
extremely worried. My mom used to ask why I should pursue  
university studies as I couldn’t walk. Her words echoed in  
my head all the time. I needed to prove myself by getting  
a job. I searched for companies which welcome employees  
with disabilities. One of them was dtac. Considering the  
open job opportunities, I felt it was not beyond my ability.  
I also learnt from a senior with mobility impairment and  
working at dtac that we were entitled to all reward and  
benefits like others. I applied for a job at the call center  
customer service unit. My job is to call customers whose  
calls were not answered by Call Center staff.”
 “For nearly 6 years, dtac has given me a good  
care, providing special-priced accommodation near office.  
The workplace is designed to support people with  
disabilities, with ramps and special toilets. I proudly carry  
out my work. Sometimes, I hear good words from customers.  

I’m extremely proud that I have proved myself to my mom:  
I can financially support myself, buy a car for my family  
and support my sibling’s education. All that is because of  
the salary from dtac,”
 “Importantly, my colleagues and supervisors  
willingly welcome me into the team.” 
 In addition, dtac makes use of its strength in  
information and communication technology to improve  
the quality of life for visually-impaired people. In cooperation  
with Foundation for the Blind in Thailand under the  
Royal Patronage of HM the Queen, dtac launched “Nong  
Dee Dee *678 Voice Service” Call Center at the foundation,  
operated by blind and visually impaired people. To be  
charged Bt3 per call, prepaid and postpaid customers can  
dial *678 to check their bills, Internet usage, temporary  
service activation, pay bills, choose packages, subscribe  
or cancel SMS service, check information of number  
portability and set Internet setting on their mobile phone.  
Customers can make voice requests without having to  
press any buttons. The staff will listen and reply through  
automatic voice system or SMS.
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4. Supply Chain Sustainability CRBP

Prohibited
business
practices

Labour rights
and working
conditions 

Human
rights 

Relationship
with
applicable laws

Health and
safety Environment 

Conflict minerals
and unsustainable
mined minerals

Privacy, freedom
of expression
and data
protection

 dtac ensures fair and equal treatments to suppliers as well as other collaborating groups. The company  
defines procurement procedures in writing, to make it easy to understand and applicable to all. The single standards  
are to assure suppliers of the transparent procurement procedures. dtac also has suppliers sign the Agreement  
on Responsible Business Conduct and notifies them of the Supplier Conduct Principles. The Agreement concerns  
8 areas as follows:

 To ensure suppliers’ compliance to Supplier Conduct Principles, dtac’s HSSE, in charge of Health, Safety,  
Security and Environment, visits suppliers’ workplaces across the nation. It also regularly sends questionnaire to  
the suppliers as well as performs a random check on suppliers’ operations at offices and base stations. 
 In addition, dtac hosts training on business practices and occupational safety to suppliers through Capacity  
Building Program. Aside, dtac continually explains them legal aspects related to Supplier Conduct Principles  
at the Head office. 

 In 2016, 250 new suppliers signed the agreement, accounting for 65.9 %. dtac performed a number of  
430 checks: 131 with advance notification and 299 without advance notification. If any practices of suppliers do not conform  
to Supplier Conduct Principles, HSSE will notify them, requesting for improvement/correction. 
 A number of 1,299 staff of suppliers attended dtac’s training totaling of 2,532.5 hours. dtac has continually  
improved the control system, to ensure mutual understanding between the company and sub-contractors and enhance  
the ability in fulfilling the procurement policy. 
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5. Customer Satisfaction

5.1 Customer service channels 

“Before our shift starts, 
we recap our work, sharing  

cases. If we successfully  
helped customers,  

our means of assistance  
will be replicated.  

My supervisor said:  
“If any customer has  

problems, we should be  
as helpful as we can be,  

without breaking  
dtac’s rules.”

 dtac is determined to improve service efficiency and offer a variety of  
products and services to meet customer demands as well  as take any  
actions to ensure customer confidence and satisfaction in dtac’s services  
under “Loved by Customers” strategy. The strategy is the mantra of all 
employees. All  customers will  be served with fair and equal treatment,  
politeness and friendliness, as dtac strives to deliver them excellent services  
and best experiences through two main service channels – Call  Center  
and service offices.
 • Call Center – friendly services 
 Call Center staff is the first frontier to communicate with customers.  
They advise customers on new services and address questions or service-related 
issues such as a change in service terms, query on bills, complaints on networks 
and others. Via Tel. 1678, the Call Center operates 24 hours every day. 
Customers can also contact the company via the website, online chats or 
e-mails. Aside from assistance relating to networks and mobile use, Call Center 
staff is also a friend customers can depend on in emergencies. 
 Ms. Jiraporn Vilaitong, a staff at dtac Call Center in Chiang Mai,  
revealed her experience. 
  “Throughout my 5 years, I learn that my job is more than just fixing  
general problems for customers. Call Center is the first thing customers think  
about when encountering difficulties.” 
 “It was around last May, I was on a night shift, just returning from my  
maternity leave. About 10pm, a man called 1678 but his number did not belong  
to dtac. He simply asked “Where is my father?” and gave me a dtac number.  
I apologized, telling him that we were prohibited to locate the areas. He didn’t  
hang up, saying: “What should I do? I don’t know where to track him. He drove  
out of home in the evening and haven’t yet returned. He didn’t answer  
my call. He suffers from Alzheimer’s.” Then, he was quiet. I was thinking  
I would be this worried if my mom, living with me, was missing. Having the urge  
to help him, I said: “Anything I can help, sir?” He continued: “I got a fight 
with him and he drove out of home.” I replied: “I will help call him and I will 
inform you the result.” He hung up and I called the given number. At the  
other end,an old man answered the call  and asked me: “Do you know  
where I am?” Confident that this must be the man’s father, I told him to “look 
atadvertising billboards around you” but he asked “which way you would  
suggest me to drive?” I told him to drive straight and stopped at a convenience  
store to ask for direction. I hung up and dialed the number again out of  
concern. I heard the sound of signal light, like he was about to park. A man’s  
voice was heard: “Uncle, what are you doing here? It’s late.” Their conversation  
suggested they should be in Ekamai. I told him to wait there and called his  
son. The son’s voice was filled with delight that it delighted me. 
 “Lately, about 6 pm, a caller asked for his wife’s phone number. “I can’t  
remember it and we didn’t’ record each other’s phone numbers. We are  
in Cha Am and could not find each other. Everything is in the car and the car  
key is with her.” I said: “We can’t give you the phone number. Could you try  
contacting her friends?” After a while, I called him and he luckily got his wife’s  
phone number from her friend, and they were driving home happily.”
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 dtac considers it extremely important to achieve our goal in providing excellent service. We adopt a strategy,  
to handle customers in small groups and assign employees to each group. The customers are categorized  
as postpaid customers, prepaid customers, teenage customers interested in extra services, SMEs, and corporate  
customers. This is to satisfy customers’ specific demands and build relationship with each group. Aside, dtac allows 
customers to leave messages while waiting for staff’s response to their calls. After each call, the NPS and CSAT survey 
will be sent. In improving our services, every recommendation counts.

5.2 dtac customers’ satisfaction level in 2016
 From the interviews of 2,000 respondents per quarter, covering customers of dtac and other mobile  
operators in city and rural areas, NPS showed the following satisfaction and loyalty results, 

 The increasing satisfaction level proves 
the continual improvement.

2015 2016 Year2014

  • Service centers – addressing digital lifestyle
 dtac adopts the “Customer Centricity” strategy in improving service centers, 
deemed to deliver good experiences to all customers. With huge investment, the service  
centers underwent a facelift. Demands of target groups were taken into account in service  
designing, for standardized services according to the “Customer Centricity” strategy.  
There will be three types of service centers – dtac Hall, dtac Center and dtac Express.  
All boast services filled with bonds between the company and customers. Differentiating 
themselves from others are the following services: 
 • One-stop service  
 • Segmented wall for the exhibition of mobile phones and packages for particular  
groups of customers 
 • Service corner where new services are introduced and available for trial as  
well as mobile phone Internet setting 

 It remains a question if the “Loved by Customers” and “Customer Centricity”  
strategies are sufficient to serve and satisfy customers. dtac thus initiated “Closed  
Feedback Loop” (CFL), a new process to gauge the satisfaction of customers who  
want to introduce dtac services to their friends and family members. The process is  
supported by a new tool “Net Promoter Score” (NPS) and “Customer Satisfaction Score”  
(CSAT), to gauge satisfaction on network, offers and brand image. The process was  
launched in tandem with improvement in service offering and Call Center work process. 
 Customer service staffs are also inspired to listen to and solve problems as well  
as monitor results. Customers’ data and comments are forwarded to relevant business  
units, and the data is processed to systematically find the real cause of problems and  
solutions. This will help the organization truly understand the problems and achieve  
an integrated customer-care solution.
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5.3 Customer Privacy

 dtac takes into account privacy throughout the  
whole business process, through Privacy by Design  
approach. All employees must put customer privacy as  
the top priority. dtac has in place a privacy policy and  
others to protect data, making sure the policy does not  
counter but conform to personal data protection laws  
and relevant regulations. Any processing of personal  
data needs customers’ consent of permission as required  
by law. Key actions to protect the personal data are  
as follows: 
 1. Privacy Policy 2016 was published on dtac’s  
website: http://www.dtac.co.th/document-upload/Privacy  
_notice_en_29-06-16.pdf
 2. Call Detail Record (CDR) and voice, data  
usage is stored with secret codes. Here’s the procedures  
to protect personal data:  
  • Create a restricted area which could be  
accessible only to responsible persons, to ensure that all  
document is safely stored.  
  • Appoint only 2 persons who have the code 
to access CDR. 
  •  Appoint personal  data guardian who  
ensures that customer data processing is in line with  
the privacy policy and complies with law.
  • Prepare technical and security measures to  
protect the personal data from unauthorized access, use,  
disclosure, copy, change and destruction. A team of  
security experts regularly examines the security measures.  
At Call Center, for example, all staff are barred from bringing  
along flash drives and mobile phones while on duty.
  • Train employees on Day 1 on privacy policy,  
as part of the orientation. This is along intense annual  
training programs on dtac Code of Conduct 2016 and  
anti-corruption practices, arranged for staff at all levels.  
In June 2016, dtac attended “Cyber law and Privacy Law  
package”, a training program for telecom operators and  
relevant organizations by NBTC and Thammasat University’s  
Faculty of Law.  
 3. Use of personal data for marketing purposes 
 dtac uses customers’ personal data in improving  
services, to match diverse demands of customers in different  
groups for their own better experiences or to develop new  
services.

 4. Sharing and disclosure of customers’ personal  
data
 If necessary, dtac may share the data with  
subsidiaries for processing purposes, to win their supports  
or agreement to service expansion which will improve  
services to our customers. However, this requires customers’  
consent. 
 dtac is allowed by law to disclose the data if it is  
to protect customers, the company or other persons from  
damage or danger. Disclosure is a must on court subpoena,  
court orders, or law and relevant regulations.

 Moreover, to enhance common awareness, we  
include personal information protection, internal privacy  
procedures, privacy notice, and applicable law in C.H.I.M = S  
Program. All employees are required to attend this program  
and learn about customer information confidentiality and  
project Consent associated with retaining prepaid customers  
registering their SIM card in 2011 in compliance with NBTC  
requirements and applicable law.

Thoughout 2016, we have no received complaints  
regarding  breaches  of  customer  pr ivacy.  dtac’s  
customers can be confident that we place top priority  
on customer privacy. Importantly, we are open about  
how we collect and use personal information. dtac  
promises  that  we  wi l l  use  customer ’s  personal 
information only to provide better and more relevant  
service. We always take steps to ensure that we keep  
your personal information safe and secure.
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5.4 Consumer Communication Based on Facts

 dtac has dedicated to operate in a moral fashion.  
With the aim to communicate with all  consumers based  
on facts, we unceasingly adhere to the ethics of advertising  
a n d  a l s o  s t r i c t l y  a l i g n  w i t h  t h e  c o n s u m e r  p r o t e c t i o n  
principles in terms of advertisement. This is considered one of  
“Consumer Protection” measures according to the Consumer  
Protection Act B.E. 2522 as amended by the Consumer Protection  
Act (No.2) B.E. 2541. The consumers have the right to receive  
correct and sufficient information, description, and advertisement 
in order to select  what best  suit  their  need.  Therefore,  
we appropriately provide quality information as follows.

 List
 

 Price

 Package Information

 Terms and Conditions

 Description

 Provide clear price

 Clarify package with clear
 and easy to understand details

 Explain service duration,
 additional fee, how to buy and  
 use service with a clear 
 and fair manner

 Postpaid

 

 

 

 

 Prepaid

 

 

 

 Mobile Phone

 

 

 

 

In 2016, dtac received no complaints  
of false communication
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BENEFITS
OF

MOBILE
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 In 2016, dtac had measures to expand its 3G  
and 4G service coverage to all remote districts and all  
provinces  to  enhance  urban  capacity  and  data  
transmission speed. dtac is ready to announce the  
following network expansion performance in 2016.
 • Due to the expansion of network coverage  
of the existing 3G service through the construction of  
base stations for the 850 MHz and 2.1 GHz bands,  
the penetration rate of data service increased from  
90% to 95%, in 2016
 • Increase number of 4G base stations to 77  
provinces, covering 78% of the population
 • dtac installed Super 4G base stations to  
support urban high-speed data usage in 77 provinces  
and increase bandwidth to 20MHz in more than 50  
provinces.
 In respect to social dimension, dtac emphasized  
on quality-of-life improvement through the application  
of information and communication technology to  
upgrade Thai people’s living standards. 

 In 2016, dtac’s various actions brought about  
the following trends and new phenomena for Thai  
society.

 From Day 1 as an information and communication technology operator, dtac was thoroughly aware  
of its tasks as being a part of communities and society.
 In 2016, dtac, in collaboration with both public and private organizations, initiated a variety of the following projects and  
activities for community, social and environmental development on a continual basis.

Extend the benefits of mobile

1. Enable
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STRATEGY

Digital
infrastructure

Digital
innovation 
ecosystem  

Digital
technology for 
equal society

Government 
electronic 
services

Human 
capital

Integrated
operations
framework
for Digital
Thailand  

The White Paper can be downloaded at: http://dtac.co.th/document-upload/Realizing_Digital_Thailand_Report_ENG.pdf

1.1 “The Route towards Digital Thailand” White Paper in support
 of the government’s agenda
 Under the national agenda to turn Thailand to  
the digital leader in ASEAN by 2020, dtac, as one of  
the  country ’s  in format ion  and  communicat ion  
technology operators,  supported this  pol icy  by  
completing a White Paper demonstrating our vision  
and recommendations. The paper is aimed at helping  
push macro innovation and the country’s economic  
g r o w t h ,  w h i l e  e n h a n c i n g  t h e  d i g i t a l  e c o n o m y  
efficiency which will lead to industrial changes and  
growth in the nation’s gross domestic product(GDP)  
g r o w t h ,  l a b o u r  p r o d u c t i v i t y ,  e m p l o y m e n t  a n d  
competitiveness against other ASEAN and non-ASEAN  

countries. Greater efficiency will also lift people’s  
quality of life. 
 To ensure the draft digital economic and social  
development plan 2016 supports the national agenda,  
d t a c  p r e s e n t e d  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  c o n c r e t e 
recommendations. Six key strategies with proven results 
were in the White Paper, waiting for the government 
to pick them for the draft plan and turn Thailand into 
a digital leader in ASEAN in 2020. Here are the details:
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1.2 dtac Accelerate on startups
 in Thailand

What we offer

Get seed funding up to
1.5 million THB/team

Get free access to HANGAR 
Coworking Space (5 seats/team)

Join a 4-month bootcamp with
a curriculum from Silicon Valley

Have an opportunity to pitch  
to regional and local VC’s

Be a member of
Thailand Tech Startup Association

Have one-on-one mentoring  
with startup entrepreneurs

Get commercialization and
legal support from dtac

Cloud service from
Microsoft Azure

 Since 2013, it might not be wrong to say that  
Thai people and Thailand have fully become digital  
citizens. The term “Thailand 4.0” is synonymous the  
word “startups”, even to Prime Minister Gen Prayut  
Chan-o-cha who foresees growth potential of startups  
a n d  i n i t i a t e s  a  n a t i o n a l  a g e n d a  t o  p u s h  t h e m .  
dtac  is  the  f i rst  information and  communication  
t e c h n o l o g y  o p e r a t o r  w h o  s e r i o u s l y  s u p p o r t e d  t h e  
government’s  startup policy.  dtac Accelerate was  
introduced as a stage to enhance new generation’s  
digital  technology capabil ity.  Under the scheme,  
a bootqcamp is initiated and participants were offered  
one-on-one four-month courses provided by leading  
Thai and international startup entrepreneurs. dtac  
extended seed fund and strategic alliance, allowing  
startups access to dtac and Telenor Group’s customer  
base which covers over 200 mill ion customers in  
13 countries. For sustainable development, dtac created  
a startup community on the second floor of Chamchuri  
Square.  Cal led  HANGAR  Co-Working  Space,  i t  i s  
c o n s i d e r e d  t h e  N o . 1  i n n o v a t i o n  c o m m u n i t y ,  
a gathering place of Thai startups. It  also serves  
as the place for meetings, events and activities of  
software developers, which at least inspires creativity  
and encourages startups to look beyond borders,  
to grow in the Asian or even in the global stage.
 dtac Accelerate has been held successively out  
of  the intention to grow startups in  l ine with the  
government’s policy to produce as many Thai business  
warriors as possible. In 2016 or the fourth year of  
the scheme, “dtac Accelerate Batch 4” became more  
intensified. The 10 selected teams received the intensive  
four-month mentoring, through 24 workshops with  
leading instructors from Silicon Valley and elsewhere  
including Nir  Eyal  who has had great  experience  
in research, consulting services and the writing of  
a book “Hooked: How to Build Habit-Forming Products”  
which focuses on consumer behaviors in product  
choosing. The others were Fadi Bishara, the founder  
of Blackbox - the best bootcamp in Silicon Valley for  
wannabe startups; Scott Bales, a special instructor  
from TEDx who authored “Mobile Ready; Connecting  
With The Untethered Consumer”; and widely-accepted  
Thai startup experts.
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 Startup Startup category

 Business support 

 

 Farm product
 and restaurant
 support 

 The elderlyBGOP

 Health 

 People with disabilities

 Detail

 CloudCommerce is a platform assisting 
 e-commerce merchants to manage online 
 marketplaces worldwide.The merchants can use 
 Cloud Commerce to post products, update stocks, 
 manage purchase orders and automatically  
 connect to logistics system.
 http://cloudcommerce.com/

 Fastwork is Thailand’s fastest-growing market of  
 quality freelancers. We match SME startups and 
 business operators with professional freelancers 
 in fields like software development, graphic design,  
 illustration, writing, translation and online marketing.
 https://fastwork.co/
 
 Online fresh markets for restaurants with 
 a platform allowing fresh food suppliers 
 to independently connect to restaurants
 24 hours 7 days a week.
 http://freshket.co/ 

 A platform to unlock investment potential for 
 Thai people through neutral investment
 information and a practical application on 
 financial planning and investment instruments. 
 www.finnomena.com 

 Employing technology for family healthcare and  
 home care services for loved ones. We create an 
 ecosystem of professional caregiver training, to 
 ensure their capacity to satisfy the demand for 
 caregiving for the elderly.  
 www.joinhah.com 

 Exercise programs designed by professional coaches  
 that can keep you fit and lose weight in the 
 easiest way. Through our trainers, the plans are 
 adjusted to your weight-loss plan. 
 http://planforfit.com/

 Visionear is the world’s only genius 
 eyeglasses designed for visually-impaired persons.  
 Visionear can take a photo of items in front of them  
 and describe the items by voice in Thai, English 
 and Chinese languages.
 https://www.facebook.com/Visionear/

Health at Home
Take care your loved one at home
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1.3 dtac Smart Farmer

Superb Functions
Best Mobile Application
for Young Smart Farmers

Buying prices Fresh market
prices

Rak Ban Kerd
Shop

Farmer info Farmer clip Cost calculation

 dtac does not stop there. Participants of dtac  
Accelerate were brought to Phuket to share their  
knowledge from the boothcamp with tech startups  
there, to elevate their  level of knowledge in line  
with dtac’s goal not to leave anyone behind. The  
startups in Phuket were at least inspired to realize  
the island’s potential in tourism and digital industry.  
Simultaneously, dtac seized this opportunity to source  
white-elephant startups which demonstrate strong  
desire to solve national economic problems. 
 dtac Accelerate 2016’s success highlighted  
a  b r i g h t  f u t u r e  f o r  T h a i  s t a r t u p s  i n  g r o w i n g 
internationally. Mr. Sompoat Chansomboon, Head of 
dtac Accelerate Department said: 

 “Thai startups showed achievements in 2016  
with high growth rate. Combined investment from venture  
capitals (VCs) totaled US$50 million or approximately  
Bt1,800 million, up from US$30 million or approximately
Bt1,075 million in 2015” 
 “Driving this is the fact that Thai kids get  
better every year. It coincides with the saturation of  
tech startups in the United States, India and China  
which consume unreallistically high investment.  
VCs are encouraged to shift  investment to other  
regions like ASEAN, where there is no sign of bubble.  
They poured about US$20 billion into this region,  
a two-fold increase. Importantly, the growth was in line  
with the government’s supporting policy and the creation  
of startups by large-sized private enterprises.”

 dtac and Ruam Duay Chuay Kan Sam Nuek Rak Ban Kerd Foundation have undertaken joint projects  
continuously, having FARMER INFO as the key application. It brings together communication technology and agricultural  
knowledge, designed to help farmers make greater use of technology. FARMER INFO is also a channel for dissemination  
of agricultural information, news and knowledge spanning from selling prices or offer prices, climate, disease  
prevention, techniques for output increases in qualitative and quantitative terms and marketing. The application also  
helps farmers through e-commerce opportunity. The application has won 100,000 downloads. 
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Enhance agricultural knowledge 
with SMART FARMER Program 
aiming to educate
Thai farmers to use
smart phone and mobile
application for better
productivity and higher
sustainable income.

Farmer Information
Superhighway
To subscribe, press
*1599 and select to 
receive the following 
agricultural info:

Rice and grain

Fruit and vegetable

Cattle, livestock, and fishery

This application lets Thai farmers 
search agricultural knowledge easily 
via smart phone. Daily prices from 
buyers nationwide are also provided 
for maximizing profits.

 Smart Farmer: Equipping farmers with technology and innovation

 In 2016, dtac held activities under Smart Farmer Project for the optimal benefits to farmers, consisting  
of three major parts below.

 Since  2014,  dtac,  together  with  Ruam  Duay  Chuay  Kan  Sam  Nuek  Rak  Ban  Kerd  Foundation,  
has teamed up with Department of Agricultural Extension, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives in designing  
an integrated, proactive plan. dtac dispatched instructors to meet farmers, advising them how to use technology  
to access useful information. This should support farmers’ planning, plantation and output management  
to meet market demands. The farmers were categorized into two groups; young smart farmers, and farmers  
who want to improve their smart device skill to become smart farmers. In this process, Department of Agricultural  
Extension provided name lists, locations and coordinators of farmers and farmer groups/organization’s in each area. 
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 Mr. Songkran Phakdikhong,  Deputy  
Director-General of Department of Agricultural  
Extension who witnessed Thai farmers’ development  
before and after this project, shared his impression: 
 “I still remember that day. I joined dtac’s  
team to visit Surat Thani province. We selected  
housewives as the first group as I believed in the  
family institution. A good beginning means good  
income and occupations. Those people were beyond  
the middle age. We needed not talk about having  
them connect to the Internet as switching on mobile  
phones was difficult for them. But they came with  
excitement and determination, trying to learn. They  
had fun being together, teasing one another. Some  
said they were glad to connect with their children,  
families, and occupations and could declare their  
capabilities. I encouraged them to go further, to sell  
products online” 
 “I was delighted with the joint public-private  
project. dtac offered help on IT and communication  
training, something farmers needed. Simultaneously,  
Department of Agricultural Extension wanted to  
equip young smart farmers with new information.  
We agreed that we should ensure farmers reaped  
the most benefits. All were heroes in this picture,  
making society more livable. Farmers and their tools  
were more developed, while information was better  
and more broadly disseminated. This originated  
the memorandum of understanding signed between  
the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives’ Department  
of Agricultural Extension and dtac in December 2015  
to use communication technology in agricultural  
development. dtac has expertise in integrating  
knowledge, market and technology, while the  
department has knowledge and experienced officers.  
Together, we forged awesome cooperation. 
 “I’m confident that dtac did this with  
happiness. Thank you very much for jointly developing  
Smart Farmer. Finally, I believe the condition of society  
depends on giving good things to each other.”
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 dtac designs 2 training courses for the Smart Farmer project: 
 1. Commercial agriculture
 To develop young smart farmers, dtac provided on-site training on "Commercial Agriculture", to equip them  
with knowledge in productivity enhancement, management and marketing. Exchange of knowledge through Internet  
and online channels is a key, aside from networking, management of their agricultural areas and e-commerce  
via smartphones. 
 The following are the training subjects.

FREE

Background and importance
of information and communication
technology (ICT) to farmers

Commercial agriculture

Background and importance
of information and communication
technology (ICT) to farmers Online agricultural product

marketing, consisting of:
Online agricultural product
marketing, consisting of:

Workshops on creation
of online stores

Creation of online
stores on Facebook

Necessary elements
of e-commerce

Product-introducing
techniques,

Keeping pace with e-commerce
frauds and prevention

Free advertisement/increase
of followers

Workshops on photography/photo
editing by smartphones
for higher sales

Workshops on promotion of agricultural

products through online stores

Photo shooting techniques for smartphones

Video clip-making techniques, for simple

product introduction through smartphones

promotion, and
posting/reviews of
products through

online stores

Adding value to products
and packaging development
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 2. Internet changes lives 
 In 2015, dtac introduced the course "Internet  
changes lives", aiming to improve farmers' skills in  
technology applications on smartphones in building data  
and knowledge-sharing networks. This could enhance  
their competitiveness and access channel to updated  
information, news and knowledge which could optimize  
their career.
 It was good news that, in 2016, approximately  
3,000 Thai  farmers across the nation passed the  
training courses on "Commercial  Agriculture" and  
"Internet Changes Lives" under Smart Farmer scheme.  
At least these farmers could apply the technological  
knowledge to boost  output,  generate income for  
themselves,  their  famil ies,  communit ies  and  the  
country as targeted.
 The graduates, no matter where they are in  
Thailand, no matter what they grow, no matter i f  
they are old or new in this occupation, what lingers in  
their mind is:
 "Thank you dtac for improving their quality  
of life."
 Ms.  Dusita  Thamsathitporn  or  Mai  f rom  
Nakhon Nayok province, a former nurse who owns  
a melon farm "Phor Farm", conceded that she did every  
w a y  t o  p r o m o t e  m e l o n .  S h e  w a s t e d  m o n e y  o n  
advertising and exchanged melon for  advertising  
fee. All that did not last. Upon joining the commercial  
agriculture course, she found that: 
 "I created a web page but here I learnt real  
knowledge, like how to promote our posting or the  
9-box theory for  photography,  photo editing and  
quotat ions.  Al l  these  are  very  useful  and  highly  
efficient in marketing. It  demands less investment  
t h a n  h i r i n g  n e t  i d o l s  o r  p l a c i n g  a d v e r t i s e m e n t .  
It's obvious that the page drew traffic, with a lot of "like".  
More tourists visited our farm and I have expanded  
the network of melon growers."

 Ms. Lukkana Kraibamroong, former secretary  
at Rajabhat University Kanchanaburi, quit her job and  
get  back to her  f ield in  Chaiyaphum province in  
the Northeast. She washed off make-ups to catch  
earthworms in her earthworm farm "Nata Farm". Today,  
her network of earthworm raisers are nationwide  
with a large number of farmers coming for training,  
following her training with dtac. 
 "I can speak from my heart that dtac's Smart  
Farmer  is  very  good.  I  can share my experience  
with a bigger group of earthworm lovers. Previously,  
Facebook was just a social media channel. Now, I can  
see the page as our store. I remember I asked the  
instructor many things,  thinking ahead that this  
channel could publicize earthworm lovers. After the  
training, I applied the knowledge to create a page  
"Nata Farm," devoted for earthworm lovers.  Each  
process of earthworm raising was posted on the page.  
F r o m  p l a i n  s e l f i e  w i t h  e a r t h w o r m s ,  t h a n k s  t o  
photography techniques, I  learnt about beautiful  
angles. I was taught to use LINE stickers in my photos.  
These make the page attractive. As I showed this to  
my friends in LINE and Facebook communities, they  
asked me to teach them the techniques.  My l ife  
is a lot better. I used to post earthworm photos on  
Facebook, along with personal photos. When customers  
asked about earthworms' eggs, I had to scroll up for  
the information. Now, it is easier with a new page.  
Anybody can view it. Once they trust us, customers will  
make orders through Facebook and this  is  more  
sustainable commerce.”
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 Agriculture Hub

 Mr. Suthep Chusri, an owner of “No-Bra Coconut”  
from Songkhla province in the South, is a former office  
employee who turned his rice field to a coconut plantation  
farm. Technology allowed him to generate Bt100,000 in  
monthly income from the coconut.
 “Thank you dtac for its Smart Farmer training  
courses in Songkhla, giving knowledge about the Internet  
capacity and online agricultural marketing. It’s a really  
great project. Before, I had to drive to open market venues  
to sell coconuts, waiting for customers, and sold them to  
friends in LINE community. I counted on friends to forward  
my message. I couldn’t put in too much detail and those  
who were not my friends could not access the information.  
Most of customers were wholesalers rather than retailers.  
But after learning from dtac how to create a fan page, the  
page welcomed 3,000-4,000 views. Through LINE, I got  
about 1,000 friends which were many. Now, traffic incrased  
2-3 folds. I was shocked” 

 “Today, I need not to worry about marketing.  
After packing coconuts, I start working under bamboo  
trees, opening Facebook and LINE and searching the 
Internet for nice packaging ideas. I have not only coconut,  
but also no-bra strawberries from my network. I also update  
my page, posting new photos spiced up with the benefits  
of coconut water. When orders come, products will be  
delivered to the bus station. On Saturdays and Sunday’s,
I’ll go meet customers at Central Festival in Hat Yai. My life  
is a lot better.”
 These are only parts of success under Smart  
Farmer project witnessed during 2016. It gives a morale  
boost to dtac’s team, encouraging them to go ahead for  
improving Thai farmers’ quality of life.

Plant Protection
App for disease
warning, knowledge
on plantproecteciton

SmartAcc
accounting
shows incom
and expenses 

Made to order
fertilizers
App advising on
fertilizer use
accordingly
to soil nutrientsReporting

analysis
on soil, water
and fertilizers

Fertilizer by plot
soil and fertilizer
management,
soil data of
particular fields

Farmer Info
showsdaily
agricultural
data nationwide

 The agricultural application,  
which is among dtac’s tools to develop  
agricultural occupation, by reducing  
production costs, increasing income  
and solving problems. Through this  
application, farmers will access five  
sets of core knowledge in agriculture:  
soil; water; air; agricultural management;  
and marketing.
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 Smart Farmer Awards 2016

 2016 was the eighth year that dtac organized  
Smart Farmer Awards. Throughout the period, real jewels  
have been found every year. In the digital age, young  
Thai farmers showed their competence and love for their  
homeland as well as respectfully adopted His Majesty 
the King Bhumibol Adulyadej’s teaching on sufficiency  
economy as the guidelines of their lives and production.
 Mr. Somchai Charnnarongkul, Director-General 
of Department of Agricultural Extension, Ministry of 
Agriculture and Cooperatives, said in his speech, 
while bestowing the awards on 7 December 7, 2016: 
 “The cooperation with dtac and Ruam Duay  
Chuay Kan Sam Nuek Rak Ban Kerd Foundation for the  
Smart Farmer Awards 2016 brings about development  
and admiration for model farmers who are proud of their  
career. Besides, the cooperation with dtac for promotion  
of knowledge in communication technology through  
“Commercial Agriculture” training for farmers nationwide  
created a concrete result, leading to sustainable advancement  
in the development of the Thai agricultural sector.”

 Smart Farmer Awards 2016’s theme was young  
farmers with “integrated farming”, involving upstream and  
downstream operations, following Bhumibol Adulyadej’s  
steps. Here are the criteria: 
 1. Skills in managing agricultural areas, labor,  
capital, plantation and production of agricultural raw  
materials.
 2. Processing skills in response to consumers’  
demand and agricultural/food standards, utilizing knowledge,  
creativity, local wisdom and innovation in lifting product  
quality. 
 3. Demonstrating professional skills: capable of 
plotting business and marketing plans and ready to share  
knowledge and experience to the public, deserving to be  
role models for other farmers in terms of self-capacity  
building.  
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 Mr. Ayu Chuepa, the owner of coffee brand  
“Ah Kha Ah Ma”, was announced the winner in 2016.  
The stateless 31-year-old man lives on a mountain in  
Chiang Rai province. He could not speak Thai until he was  
granted land and knowledge by His Majesty King Bhumibol  
and Princess Srinagarindra. To show his gratitude, Ayu  
gradually built up his coffee brand “Ah Kha Ah Ma”. From  
a small shop, his business involved the community,  
generating income for villagers. And he won the hearts of  
the jurors. On this award, he said:  
 “Every year, I’ve heard about Smart Farmer  
Awards  f rom  Ruam  Duay  Chuay  Kan  Rak  Ban  Kerd  
Foundation. I admired this kind of contests in Thailand  
and other countries as it reflects whether the thing  
being done is sustainable, really providing positive impacts  
to society? “Ah Kha Ah Ma” is not competitive by nature.  
So, I never joined this contest. This year, people in  
high places, media and friends in the network told me  
that this event would provide positive impacts to  
the society and inspire young people in the community.  
I  talked to my juniors at the store that it’s worth  
a try as it’s what we are doing. It was my intention to  
inspire juniors to follow their dreams. But when I met  
nine shortlisted persons who work for the society, learnt  
from them and won praises from others, I become  
energized”
 “As the winner, absolutely I’m pleased. People  
didn’t know “Ah Kha Ah Ma” or its origin. But once they  
know, this would inspire people to materialize their  
dreams. Those who dare not to dream will start their  
dreams. At the same time, I start to have high hope for  
the social learning space which will be opened at  
Mae Rim. We will demonstrate a model of sufficient  
economy, showing how we harvest coffee beans, how we  
roast and pack coffee. There is also a tasting lab and a 
5-rai agroforestry following HM King Bhumibol Adulyadej’s  
guidelines. There may be an agency which is pleased to  
give investment to a dreamer so that he can materialize  
his dream. It could be a social enterprise startup.” 
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1.4 dtac Net Arsa (Internet Volunteer)

 dtac is improving the quality of life through  
technology, materializing this with the construction of  
more telecom towers and base stations to expand  
the penetration. However, equipment and strong signal  
could not effectively improve communities’ quality  
of life if users are not ready in terms of knowledge.  
A special taskforce, “dtac Net Arsa”, was setup to 
pass Internet-related knowledge to the elderly,  
farmers, enterprises and others in local communities  
as well as teach them how to use Internet on their  
smartphones. 
 In 2016, dtac Internet Volunteer reinforce its  
professional ism.  dtac  s igned  a  memorandum  of  
understanding with Ministry of Digital Economy and  
Society and the Office of the Non-Formal and Informal  
Education (NFE) to promote lifelong learning with digital  
technology. Fifty members of dtac Internet Volunteer,  
divided into 12 teams, were dispatched to communities for  
mobile Internet training. dtac set the goal to train 380,000  
people, and open 50 digital community centers. Through  
these centers, knowledge of digital technology would be  
disseminated to the general public, in support to the  
government’s “Thailand 4.0” policy. 
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2.1 Safe Internet CRBP

2. Safe

 The more dtac advances with its proactive measures as an information and communication technology  
operator, the more it has to ensure security measures for life and properties of stakeholders - customers, employees,  
communities and society. 
 In 2016, dtac focused on the following steps in assuring the sustainable development on security: 

 U n d e r  t h e  c o m m i t m e n t  t o  b e  a  s o c i a l l y - 
responsible Internet service provider, dtac puts great  
emphasis on safe Internet usage, realizing the two sides  
of the Internet - creative and destructive. Therefore,  
dtac does every way to provide knowledge and raise  
awareness of the right Internet usage. Children and  
youths are the primary targets, in line with Thailand’s  
statistical data that 75% of children and youths have  
a c c e s s  t o  t h e  I n t e r n e t  a n d  s p e n d  a s  m a n y  a s  
54.2 hours per week on the Internet. 
 Every year, dtac release the results of “Thai 
youth’s Internet use behavior” during the week of 
the international Safer Internet Day. One of its findings 
is interesting: every year, about 1,336 Thai children, 
aged 12-18 years old,in main cities faced various 
cyber-threats, particularly cyberbullying - a silent 
threat involving youth asthe bully and the bullied, 
unknowingly. The numberis only on the rise.

 I n  2 0 1 6 ,  d t a c  e m p h a s i z e d  o n  s e r v i c e  
development and activities in a more concrete way  
to win more supports for the building of safe and  
creative Internet society. The following phenomena 
are mentioned.
 1) Stop Cyberbullying through “Use Your  
Head” campaign
 The “Use Your Head - Stop Watching, Stop  
Sharing, Stop Cyberbullying” campaign coerced Thais to  
join  force with over  60,000 children and parents  
from 13 countries and launched a short film “Stop  
Cyberbul ly ing”  to  mark  the  Stop  Cyberbul ly ing  
Day, scheduled for the third Friday of June every year.  
dtac joined hand with Jor Sor 100 radio station to  
conduct a poll  of  over 34,000 Internet users on  
“Cyberbullying” and found real-life experiences tend  
to be more severe than what was shown in the movie. 
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 Upon the launch of the campaign, Ms. On-uma Rerkpattanapipat,  Senior Vice President - Corporate  
Communicat ions  and  Sustainabi l i ty  Div is ion,  stated:  “The  cyberbul ly ing  is  the  global  problem  many  
countr ies  pay  high  attention  on.  These  countr ies  jo intly  establ ished  the  Stop  Cyberbully ing  Day  on  
June 17,  2016,  a  push for  dtac to go ahead with additional  projects  aside from providing knowledge.  
Then, the campaign “Use Your Head” to stop cyberbullying was introduced to encourage Thai people online to stand  
up with the symbol against this problem together. D-Day for demonstration of the power is the Stop Cyberbullying Day.”
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Chapter 1
Welcome to the Internet world - introduction
of Internet benefits "One click for the entire world."

Chapter 3

Chapter 2
 Why children should be taught how to use 
Internet - sharing cyber-threats to children
that parents should know, so that they can
teach their children accurately. 

How to teach kids...to use Internet smartly - 
recommendation on hot applications and 
popular websites parents must know, 
prevention measures against cyber-threats, 
and questions for kids facing risks grouped 
under various topics like General Use, 
Cyberbullying, Sexting (to send or receive 
improper text) and Safety. There are also 
guidelines how to handle children's answers. 

Chapter 4
The real life of parents in the digital 
age – sample behaviors of parents 
for Internet usage in the families 
from several countries.

 “dtac Parent Guide” wins great interest from parents. Free copies are available at dtac Hall and at  
partnering organizations’ offices nationwide. It can be downloaded from the websites of dtac and UNICEF and Ookbee  
application for both Android and iOS. 

 2) Strengthen parents’ immunity with “dtac Parent Guide”
 dtac teamed up with United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and Division of Child and Adolescent  
Psychiatry, Department of Psychiatry, Faculty of Medicine, Siriraj Hospital, Mahidol University to strengthen the digital  
parent society with “dtac Parent Guide”, having the following useful contents for all parents.
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 Simultabeously, workshops were held for parents. dtac, together with UNICEF, Ramathibodi Hospital and  
speakers who specialize in children and youth problems like Mirror Foundation, shared knowledge and understanding  
and helped parents seek solutions, so that they could live happily with their digital-age children. Besides, workshops  
were organized for students at the primary and secondary levels in 22 schools in the network of Saint-Paul de  
Chartres, focusing on knowledge about cyberbullying. These workshops aimed at helping youths to handle and 
solve cyberbullying problems, expecting them to have enough knowledge to be the consultants of their friends.  
About 10,000 students attended the workshops. 
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2.2 *1515 New Moms CRBP

 National Statistical Office’s survey in 2012  
showed shocking data that one in five Thai children aged  
below five suffered from malnutrition as societal changes  
influence the way children are being raised. This affects  
the development of children who are the nation’s future.  
The data of Ministry of Social Development and Human  
Security shows Thailand currently has 22,034,850  
children and youths, accounting for 33.83% of the country’s  
population in total. About 30% of them face developmental  
delay, only 12.3% are breastfed in the first six months, and  
about 10-15% of children in Grade 3 to Grade 6 ‘cannot  
read, write or think’. Thai children’s development is thus  
slower than that of children in other ASEAN nations. 
 dtac and UNICEF realize the importance of children’s  
development in the first year. Technology is deployed for  
a sustainable solution. Since 2013, Informative SMS  
service through *1515 has been provided in coopera-
tion with a team of physicians in maternal and child health  
from the Department of Health, Ministry of Public Health.  
The service offers information from pregnancy to the  
first two years. The information set involves health,  
nutrition, frequent sickness and symptoms, and children  
development promotion. 
 In 2016, “*1515 New Moms” SMS service expanded  
further in a sustainable way. dtac extended its collaboration  
to cover Ministry of Social Development and Human Security.  
On this, Former Director-General for Department of Children  
and Youth, Mrs. Napa Setthakorn, said:  
 “Luckily, all four organizations cooperated on this.  
Pregnant women and families registering for the ministry’s  
new-born baby subsidy, wherever they are in the country,  
will receive the information. The information sets are  
designed to suit different periods from the day children  

are in the wombs until they turn 2 years old. The information  
arranged by dtac together with the physicians in maternal  
and child health covers various issues from health, nutrition,  
frequent sickness and symptoms, and child development  
promotion. I believe that the dissemination via mobile  
phones can enhance knowledge of the target groups. Most  
of mothers registering in the subsidy project are young and  
those not intending to have children. After giving birth, some  
mothers have to raise their children alone as their families  
do not accept the situation or cannot help raising children,  
particularly concerning poor families. Grandparents or even  
fathers may not have knowledge to guide the children. As  
such, information sent by dtac can help mothers accept  
their children, confident in raising the children in the right  
way.” 
 At present, the service has about 200,000  
subscribers. The scheme is now part of the national agenda,  
allowing subscribers of all mobile phone networks to use  
this service free of charge. dtac plans to raise the child  
age range to six years old.
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3.1 dtac einvoice - turning invoice to trees

 Data showed dtac produced at least 4 million paper invoices per month, costing at least  
Bt24 million. More importantly, this required the felling of 126 trees per minute, equivalent to 66.3  
million tons of wood per annum. 
 If we were slow to tackle this, more trees would be felled. dtac decisively produced a 30-second  
VDO clips telling a story of animals suffering from tree cutting, to raise the awareness of customers  
who wanted to save the world and animals. They were urged to stop receiving paper invoice and  
subscribe for electronic invoice or e-mailed invoice or SMS service. Each paper invoice switched was  
turned to a seedling that was planted by dtac and Plook Loei Project in Nan province.
 About 750,000 postpaid customers subscribed for the e-invoice service, or 17% of total, helping  
save paper by 9 million sheets. Customers still can apply for e-invoice at  https://my.dtac.co.th/einvoice  
or through SMS to 4079111. Each e-invoice is equivalent to one tree, to be grown on a 50-rai plot in  
Nan province which is being managed by Plook Loei campaign.

 Environmental dimension is equally important for sustainable development. dtac emphasizes on environmentally-friendly  
business operations, saving energy from the upstream to downstream in the following functions.

3. dtac cares for climate and environment
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3.2 Think Smart
 d t a c  d o e s  n o t  p r o d u c e  m o b i l e  p h o n e s  o r  
accessories, being just a mobile phone operator network.  
Nevertheless, with responsibility as a player in the telecom  
industry, ten years ago dtac initiated Think Smart  
campaigning for the safe disposal of mobile phones, flat  
batteries and accessories including earphones and adaptors.  
In 2011, dtac joined hand with TES-AMM (Thailand) Co., Ltd.  
(TES-AMM), an international company which provides  
recycling service for waste electrical and electronic  
equipment (WEEE), to ensure Think Smart’s compliance  
with the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment’s  
National Solid Waste Management Master Plan (2016- 
2021). The plan encourages businesses to collect and  
eliminate hazardous waste. In this regard, dtac could  
be considered the first to campaign for the segregation  
of electronic waste among consumers. Old mobile  
phones, batteries and accessories could be dropped in  
120 boxes installed by dtac at Tesco Lotus and Big C  
nationwide. TES-AMM will recycle or safely dispose  
the equipment. 
 It is a way to conserve the environment, as  
some metals could be extracted from the discarded items,  
reducing the need for mining. Recycling a mobile phone  
reduces carbon emission, a major cause of global  
warming, by 12.585 kilograms. The campaign has so far  
collected about 1.5 million pieces of electronic waste,  
helping reduce CO2 emission by 18.87 million kilograms.  
In 2016 alone, 400,000 pieces were collected, reducing  
CO2 emission by 5 million kilograms.
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Discarded mobile phones 
can be managed
systematically 

Metal from recycling
can be used as raw material 
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3.3 Water and Energy saving
  dtac believes that before campaigning for global help in reducing  
energy, we should start with our employees. As the world is facing an energy crisis,  
cooperation from all citizens across the globe is necessary. dtac thus established  
an energy saving policy, aiming to promote energy efficiency in the following ways.
 1. dtac will undertake and devise a proper energy management system,  
highlighting energy saving as part of dtac’s operations in compliance with related  
laws and regulations.
 2. dtac will improve energy efficiency consistently, in the way that fits  
its business operations, technology and good practices.
 3. dtac will set annual energy-saving plans and targets, and ensure  
all employees honor and act accordingly to the plans.
 4. dtac regards energy saving as the duty and responsibility of the owners,  
executives and employees at all levels who must act in favor of the prescribed  
guidelines, monitor and report to the energy-management working committee.
 5. dtac will provide necessary assistance ranging from human resources,  
budget, working time, training to participation in brainstorming on the annual energy  
plans.
 6. Executives and the energy-management working committee will 
reviewand improve the energy policy, targets and operational plan on an 
annual basis.

0.0
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Energy
Consumption

( GJ)

1.369 GJ
1.485 GJ

1.943 GJ

Total amount of energy used

 In 2016, dtac set to reduce electricity usage at dtac Call Center Srinakharin  
by installing variable speed drives with the chill pump, condenser pump, cooling tower  
and air handling unit of the central air-conditioning system. As a result, electricity  
consumption was lowered by 12% per month, saving bills by Bt75,000 per month.
 On fuel consumption, dtac has measures to constantly maintain fuel-driven  
equipment, to ensure minimum use of fuel.

Note: Total enegy consumption for building operations, network operation and road transportation/flights (GJ)
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 On water consumption, dtac has campaigned for employees’ participation  
in cutting down water usage and being as conservative as possible.
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About this report

 This is dtac’s first sustainability report completed  
in line with Global Reporting Initiative’s G4 Sustainability  
Reporting Guidelines,  to disclose the company’s  
sustainability performance to stakeholders. This report  
covers the impacts from 1 January 2016 through 31  
December 2016, containing contents in accordance with  
the G4 Core reporting level.

Principles behind the Identification of material aspects
and impact boundaries

 1. Identification
 The identification of the material aspects is based on the sustainability 
context, which entails impacts in economic, social and environmental dimensions 
as well as stakeholders’ expectations. The topics are identified accordingly 
to the impacts throughout the value chain, inside and outside of the 
organization’s direct control. 
 2. Prioritization
 All identified topics are prioritized accordingly to a materiality test, 
which examined if the topics meet GRI reporting requirements - influence on 
stakeholder assessments and decisions, and significance of the organization’s 
economic, environmental and social impacts. The process involved discussions 
between executives in respective areas and the working committee.
 3. Validation
 The working committee validated the reporting process,checking 
the completeness of the material aspects to be disclosed in consultation 
with relevant executives. 
 The identified material aspects and impact boundaries involve related 
companies in the group including:
 • dtac Broadband Co., Ltd.
 • dtac TriNet Co., Ltd. 
  o dtac Accelerate Co., Ltd.
  o dtac Next Co., Ltd.
  o dtac Service Co., Ltd.
  o dtac Digital Media Co., Ltd.
  o TeleAssets Co., Ltd.
 • PaySbuy Co., Ltd.
 • TAC Property Co., Ltd.
  o Eastern Beach Co., Ltd.
 • United Communication Industry PLC
 • WorldPhone Shop Co., Ltd.

 This report aims to disclose the performance of  
sustainability-oriented actions of dtac in 2016 which  
involved all activities in all aspects. For maximum impacts,  
this report concerns only dtac’s performance, not extended  
to cover that of other companies in the group. Nevertheless,  
dtac plans to incorporate the performance of related  
companies into future sustainability reports for greater  
completeness. 
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 The impacts were echoed outside the organization, felt by employees, customers, partners, creditors,  
communities and society. The validation of material aspects and impact boundaries can be summarized as follows:

 Material aspects
 

 Economic Performance 

 Indirect Economic Impacts

 Employment

 Occupational Health and Safety

 Training and Education

 Product and Service Labeling 

 Customer Privacy

 Local Community

 Anti-corruption

 Energy

 Emissions

 Effluents and Waste 

 Data Security

 Technology Disruption

 Suppliers Human Rights
 Assessment

 Impact boundary

 on dtac and companies in the group

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 External impact boundary 

 Customers Partners Communities Society
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 Material aspects 
 

 Economic Performance

 Indirect Economic Impacts 

 Employment

 Occupational Health
 and Safety 

 Training and Education 

 Product and Service
 Labeling 

 Indicators

 EC1
 EC3

 EC7
 EC8

 LA1
 LA2
 LA3

 LA5
 LA6

 LA10

 PR3
 PR5

 Supported SDGs

 dtac’s sustainability actions under GRI Reporting  
Guidelines are related to the United Nations Sustainable  
Development Goals  (SDGs), adopted by 193 UN member  
countries. To elevate this report to Enhanced Sustainability  
Report for stakeholders and broader society, we identify  
our actions which support several SDGs as follows;
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 Material aspects
 

 Customer Privacy 

 Energy

 Emissions

 Effluents and Waste 

 Local Community

 Anti-corruption

 Suppliers Human Rights
 Assessment 

 Indicators

 PR8

 EN3
 EN6

 EN19

 

  EN23
 EN25

 SO1

 SO3
 SO4

 EN32
 LA14
 HR10

 Supported SDGs

For more information:
Query and suggestions can be sent to: 
E-mail:  sustainabilitydept@dtac.co.th 
Or Sustainability Department    
 Total Access Communication PLC
 319 Chamchuri Square, 41st Floor,
 Phayathai Road, Pathumwan Sub-District,
 Pathumwan District, Bangkok 10330
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IDENTIFIED MATERIAL ASPECTS AND BOUNDARIES
G4-17 72
G4-18 72
G4-19 73
G4-20 73
G4-21 73
G4-22   The 1st Sustianability
   Report
G4-23   The 1st Sustianability
   Report
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G4 General Standard Disclosures Overview (Cont.)

General Standard Disclosures
 Page 

Omissions
 Direct External 

CRBP BGOP
 Number  Answer Assurance

IDENTIFIED MATERIAL ASPECTS AND BOUNDARIES
G4-24 16
G4-25 16
G4-26 17-19
G4-27 17-19 
REPORT PROFILE
G4-28 72
G4-29 72
G4-30 72
G4-31 75
G4-32 72, 76-79
G4-33    No External Assuance
GOVERNANCE 
G4-34 23-24
ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
G4-56 6

G4 Specific Standard Disclosures Overview

Specific Standard Disclosures
 Page 

Omissions
 Direct External 

CRBP BGOP
 Number  Answer Assurance

ECONOMIC
Economic Performance
G4-DMA 8
G4-EC1 9
G4-EC3 39
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G4 Specific Standard Disclosures Overview (Cont.)

Specific Standard Disclosures
 Page 

Omissions
 Direct External 

CRBP BGOP
 Number  Answer Assurance

ECONOMIC (CONT.)
Indirect Economic Impact
G4-DMA 49-61
G4-EC7 49-61
G4-EC8 49-61 
ENVIRONMENTAL
Energy
G4-DMA 70
G4-EN3 70
G4-EN6 70 
Emissions
G4-DMA 67-69
G4-EN19 67-69
Effluents and Waste 
G4-DMA 68
G4-EN23 68 
Supplier Environmental Assessment 
G4-DMA 43
G4-EN32  43
LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK
Employment
G4-DMA 31-33
G4-LA1 33
G4-LA3 38    38
Occupational Health and Safety
G4-DMA 40-41
G4-LA5 41
G4-LA6 41
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G4 Specific Standard Disclosures Overview (Cont.)

Specific Standard Disclosures
 Page 

Omissions
 Direct External 

CRBP BGOP
 Number  Answer Assurance

LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK (CONT.)
Supplier Assessment for Labor Practices 
G4-DMA 43
G4-LA14 43
Training and Education 
G4-DMA 34-35
G4-LA10 34-35
Diversity and Equal Opportunity
G4-DMA 32
HUMAN RIGHTS
Supplier Human Rights Assessment 
G4-DMA 43
G4-HR10 43    43
SOCIETY
Local Community 
G4-DMA 27-29
G4-SO1 28
Anti-corruption 
G4-DMA 24-25
G4-SO3 24
G4-SO4 26
PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY
Product and Service Labelling
G4-DMA 44-45
G4-PR3 47    62-66 52
G4-PR5 45
Customer Privacy
G4-DMA 46
G4-PR8 46
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